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Library begins program
for local neighborhoods

Murray Senior Babe Ruth
improves to 11-0 record

See story on page 2

Child-sized lifejackets
added to patrol's inventory

See story on page 8

See story on page 2

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Five new regents
will be sworn in
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State's two newest
rejonts both have ties to the
university, although neither is a
four-year college graduate.
Frank Nichols of Benton and
Virginia Strohecker of Horse
Cave are the most recent of five
-new regent appointees, having
been named to the board Friday
by Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
All the new regents will be
sworn in July 10 at the Board of
Regents Room in Wells Hall.
Nichols, who is president of
the Bank of Benton and a native
ul zsesnon, attended MST!.in the
early 1980s as an undergraduate
in business administration. He
did not complete his bachelor's
program but entered the banking business, and later earned
an associate degree at the
University of Wisconsin school
of banking.
hfter leaving MSU Nichols
worked for banks in Paducah,
then was on the state's bank examining force for several years.
Beginning in the early 1960s, he
worked at Louisville Trust for 20
years He also worked at
Citizens Union Bank in Lexington before becoming Bank ol
Benton president in May of 1983.
Strohecker was affiliated with
MSU by virtue of her husband's
job as MSU Dean of Libraries
for several years. Dr. Ed
Strohecker retired from that
post in 1983, after coming to

MSU in 1972 as head of the
library science progrZin. -The
couple now resides in the family
home of Louie Nunn4 former
Kentucky governor
d Mrs.
Strohecker's brother.
Strohecker completed a oneyear program at Bowling Green
Business University in 1943-44,
And has been a secretary to
various law firms and offices.
Before coming to Murray she
worked for U.S. District Judge
Charles Allen and a Louisville
Law firm. She was also appointments secretary for her brother
when he was governor. After ari lying here al.e worsen for
Peoples Bank and later for the
Hughes, Gregory, Easley and
Blankenship law firm.
She belonged to the Murray
Woman's Society and was chairman of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Nichols, a Democrat, replaces
Billy Morgan of Benton, who
served a four-year term on the
board. Strohecker replaces
William Howerton of Paducah,
who like her is a Republican.
Morgan's and Howerton's terms
expired June 30. The new
regents' terms are far six years.
Nichols said he hoe been a
strong Yer'bel- SapitielleT.of Mug-,
ray State, and lent year joined
the PTesident's Clubl Mt having
made at least $1,000 in
contributlohs.
"I think it's the greatest
school in the country," Nichols

said. He called it an excellent,
well-rounded school that he
ranks above the University of
Kentucky.
While in Louisville Nichols
was active in programs related
to the University of Louisville,
he said.
Nichols declined to comment
on his priorities and
philosophies as a regent until he
has met with university officials
and other regents to become
more familiar with MSU. He
hopes to meet with President
Kale Stroup this week.
"I'm zit*
to fill
anybodys shoes," Nicnols said.
"I just want to continue the
education at Murray State
eorms
olty and keep it going on
lid ground.
"I don't want to make any
snap decisions," he added. "I
hope I can use sound judgment
and good reasoning in whatever
role I play."

A

Strohecker also declined to
comment on specific issues
before becoming more familiar
with the situation. She said she
has spoken with Stroup and
board of regents Chairman
Richard Frysitire on the phone,
aret Jutowa awn Owl mentiet
Vim LA ITalleite
very-fond of Murray
State," Strohecker said. "I think
it's a great institzition."
regional services are a particular strong point, she feels.

Former McCracken
deputy faces charges

Mitch McConnell in Murray this morning

McConnell raps Huddleston
for vote,on grain embargo
Mitch McConnell, Republican
candidate for the U.S. Senate,
stopped briefly in Murray early
today for his weekly "Dope on
Dee" press conference, held at
the Murray-Calloway County
Airport.
The focus of McConnell's address this morning was what he
called "Walter Huddleston's
single most damaging vote to
Kentucky farmers since he's
been in the United States
Senate."
McConnell referred to Huddleston's vote, on Sept. 26. 1980,
against ending the Soviet grain
"Carter imposed the embargo
in January, 1980." McConnell
noted. "By September, 1980, It
was obvious to most observers
that the embargo was a failure.
The Soviets were still getting a
steady grain supply, and they
were still in Afghti",...^ As a
member of the Agriculture Committee, Htiddiescon had firsthand knowledge of the
disastrous effects of the grain
embargo, yet he chose to support Jimmy Carter in a bad
foreign policy decision that coat
Kentucky farmers millions of

The U.S. Senate debated a proposal to put an end to the Soviet
grain embargo on Sept. 26, 1960.
The amendment to end the grain
embargo failed by one vote, McConnell emphasized.
"It failed because Waiter Huddleston put politics above principles," McConnell said. "If
Huddleston had shown the
courage to stand up to political
pressures and to do what was
right for Kentucky, the embargo
would have been stopped.
"This was a golden opportunity for Walter Huddleston to show
strong leadership and really
make • difference... After taking a close look at Huddleston's
record, I think the farmers in
this state will be surprised by
just how often Huddleston has
failed to come to their aid in
tough times."
Before the conference M^c`-mnell said, "There is nothing
negative about these 'Dope on
Dee' sessions. I am simply
reporting his record. You might
say this le his report card."
McConnell was scheduled to
deliver his message later today
in Hopkinsvllle, Madisonville,
Henderson and Bowling Green.

PADUCAH,. Ky. (AP) Larry Dee, a former McCracken
County deputy sheriff, faces a
murder charge in the slaying of
Deborah Dee Mosko, 32, of
Lexington.
Dee, 38, who is now an auto
sales manager, was arrested
about 4:30 a.m. Sunday at
Western Baptist Hospital where
he was being examined after
complaining of chest pains.
Dee told police he left his
apartment late Saturday night
and returned later to find Miss
Moak° dead.
After his release from the
hospital, Dee was taken to Jell
but later posted $5,000 cash on a
$50,000 bond and was freed pending an appearance in McCracken District Court July 10.
After the death of Miss Moako
was reported to police by Dee at
12:14 a.m., officers found her
partially-clothed body, sitting in
a chair in Dee's apartment.
Donnie 'Pucker, a Paducah
police detective, said she had
been shot once in the lower right
chin. McCracken County Coroner Jerry Beyer said she died
between 11 p.m. and midnight
Saturday.
Beyer said there were no evident signs of a struggle and the
body showed no other indications of trauma. He said she was
clad only in a sweater and
undei dear.
She was shot at close range
and died of the single bullet
wound, the coroner said.

Quake shakes
Mexico City
MEXICO CITY(AP)- A strong
earthquake shook Mexico City
Sunday night, but there were no
immediate reports of damage or
The quake occurred at 10.52
p.m, local time and lasted for
approximately 46 seconds.
A recorded telephone message
at the Tacubaya National
Seismological Institute said the
earthquake measured 5.5 on the
open-ended Richter scale, but
added that the Institute had no
further immediate information.
A quake of that magnitude can
cause considerable damage

COMPUTER CAMP - Students from Murray
attending a summer computer camp at Murray
State University take turns at programming.
From the top, clockwise, are Greg Moffitt, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Moffitt; 'Hope Hargrove,
daughter of Clayton Hargrove and Susan

Hargrove; and Jay Poston, sou of Mr. and Mrs.
Stuart Poston. A variety of athletic and
academic camps are scheduled during the
month of July at the university. Information may
be obtained by calling the Summer Youth Program office at (502) 762-4229.

Visual aids will check speeding
This July Fourth, Kentucky
State Police will again increase
their enforcement against drunk
drivers and emphasis on the use
of safety belts and child safety
seats. But this holiday, a new
tool will be added to help state
police and the vacationing
motorist.
Visual display radar units will
be utilized along major
highways throughout Kentucky.
These radar units will visibly
show the speed being traveled
by the passing motorist. "The
visual display radars will provide the public with the opportunity to check their speed and
reduce it if necessary. Many
motorists do not legitimately
realize the speed they're travel.
Ing. These display units will be
beneficial to our holiday
travelers and to state police in
reducing speed-related accidents," says Morgan T.
Elkins, commissioner of state
police.
State police will also be involved in Operation CARE. again
this July Fourth. Operation
C.A.R.E. (Combined Accident
Reduction Effort) is a multistate effort over the holidays to
reduce accidents by Increasing
enforcement of the speed limit
and drunk driving. Motorists are
also encouraged to wear their
safety belts and place children
40 Inches tall and under in child
safety seats Nine persons were
killed in motor vehicle accidents
Over the 1983 July Fourth holiday. Of those nine in motor
vehicles, none were wearing
safety restraints. Statistics
show more than hall those persons killed would have been
alive today had they been wearing safety belts, according to

Elkins.
Action Rap-Id is another way
Kentuckians can help keep the
holiday a safe time to travel. Action Rap-Id is a toll-free hotline
that an individual can call when
they spot someone they believe
Is drinking and driving. In such
cases, a person can call
1-800-222-5555 and will be immediately connected to a state
police operator. By identifying
what country or town you're
calling from, the operator will
transfer you to the state police
post in that area. You can reMain anonymous - just give the
dispatcher a description of the
vehicle, the last location it was
seen, and which way it was

traveling. A state police unit will
be dispatched to that area.
The Action Rap-Id program
has been very successful. From
January through April of 1984,
state police have made an
average of neely five DUI arrests per weekend from the tollfree hotline. State police are
beginning to see a decline in
alcohol-related accidents. Commissioner Elkins attributes a
part of that decline to Action
Rap-Id and says he hopes that
Kentuckians will continue to
uttlitze the hotline.
This July Fourth will officially
begin at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, July
3, and end at midnight on
Wednesday. July 4.
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Cromwell Hauge (lett), a volunteer In the new library program, reads a Bible and Sunday School lesson to Miss Leyte
Adams, a former school teacher whose sight is now limited.

Public library initiates new
program for neighborhoods
The Calloway County Public
Library is acting as a core group
for a new program known as The
National Rural Independent Living Network. It is assisted by an
advisory board composed of
twelve representatives from
local agencies.

MSU summer
classes begin
Monday July 9
Classes for the second, fiveweek summer session at Murray
State University begin on Monday, Julyg.
Students who have not already
registered may schedule classes
and pay fees on the first day of
class. Registration will begin at
7 a.m. in the ballroom on the upper level of the Curris Center.
The second summer session
ends on Friday, August 10.
Classes for the fall semester
begin on Wednesday, Aug. 22.
Additional information may
be obtained by visiting or calling
the Office of Admissions, first
floor Sparks Hall, Murray State
University. Murray, Ky., 42071,
(502) 762-3741.

Its purpose is to provide
assistance on a one-to-one basis
to persons with disabilities who
are threatened with having to
leave their homes to enter institutions. There is no age
barrier.
The "skills" needed cover a
wide range within the
capabilities of most persons. Examples are: reading, visiting (in
person or by telephone), escorting to the shopping centers or to
recreation, working with crafts
or other hobbies, playing games,
birdwatching, hiking, making
repairs, yardwork, housework,
etc.
A few skills needed are best
provided by volunteers with a
background of special training
and experience. These fall in the
areas of business, education/work, food/nutrition, financial management, personal adjustment and human relations.
Application forms are
available at the library. individuals and organizations are
urged to become involved in this
program of people helping people, one-to-one.
Those who need assistance in
specific areas are also urged to
enroll in this program. For more
Information telephone Margaret
1ev.aazr Gerry Reed at.the
library, 753-2288.

A new item is being added to
the standard gear found on
board the boats of the Kentucky
Division ot Water Patrol - a
child-sized lifejacket
One child-sized lifejacket, or
personal flotation device, is being given to each Water Patrol
officer for use in his area. The
device will be "issued" by the
officer to any boater who has a
small child on board without the
proper sized lifejacket.
-The intent of our program is
to make people aware of the
need for proper-sized lifejackets
for their children, and to encourage them to purchase an approved lifejacket designed for a
child," explained Water Patrol
Director Joe Kelly
"Child-sized lifejackets are
designed to fit any child
weighing up to thirty pounds.
They are constructed to fit a
child's body, and this proper fit
Is very important in case of a
boating accident," Kelly said.
"Often parents or adults think
that should any accident occur
they will be able to take care of
the child. This is too often a
fallacy which can result in the
death of the child and perhaps
that of the parent as well," he
said. "We have seen cases
where an adult has drowned
after an accident while trying to
find and save a child who was
unprotected by a flotation
device."
Water Patrol officers will
issue the child-sized device to a

Kentucky State Water Patrolmen win be adding
a new piece of equipment to their inventory - a
child-sized lifejacket. The jackets, like the one
boater for use that day. All
devices must be signed for by
the boat operator and must be
returned that same day, or the
boater will receive a bill from
the division for the device.
Kentucky

law

requires

all

shown above, will be issued to boaters with a
small child on board that does not have a
lifejacket.

boat operators to have enough
personal flotation devices for
each passenger to have one. The
law, however, doesn't mention
the fit or size of each device, and
this omission can have tragic
consequences

A two-vehicle collision Saturday morning involving a
Merrnmalls man and an Alma
woman caused minor injuries to
the man, according to reports.
Audie Boyd, 79, was treated at
the scene by ambulance crew
members, after his pickup truck
was apparently struck by a
Monte Carlo driven by Mary
Outland, 55, of Alma, at the corner of S. 9th and Jackson streets
in Paducah.
According to Paducah police,
Outland failed to yield the right
of way at the intersection. The
collision turned the pickup truck
onto its top, and a camper shell
was shorn from the truck bed.
A fire department unit
responded to the scene and hosed down gasoline spilled from
the truck..'T'1 accident occurred
around 10 a.m.
Principal Bill Wells receives a plaque from Mnr•
ray State President Kalil Stroup, signifying
MSU's recognition of the school's recent designation by the U.S. Department of Education as one

"These 40 lifejackets will help,
but for the protection of Kentucky's smallest boaters, we
urge that parents and friends be
sure that properly fitting flotation devices are included on

of the tap high Schools in the nation.'The ptatme
was presented at the fifth annual Harry M.
Sparks Distinguished Lecture recently. Accepting the award with Wells was school board
Chairman Melissa Easley.

Calloway applies for handicapped funds

PART NOW HAS A
NORTHSIDE STORE AS WELL AS OUR
MAIN STORE AT 605 MAPLE.
This Is Your Last Chance To Sign Up For
The 125M Honda 3 Wheeler Or $500" In Cash
Register for 125 M Honda
3 Wheeler to be given away.

An application for the use of
federal funds for the education
of handicapped children in the
Calloway County School District
has been prepared by the
Calloway County School System.
The application specifies that
a free and appropriate public
education will be provided to all
handicapped children ages 5-17
who are residents of the
Calloway County School
District.
Public Law 94-142 provides
priorities for the expenditure of
funds. First priority is given to
those children who are not being
given any educational services.
PL 94-142 also requires that the
school district plan for the implementation of identification,
location, evaluation and appropriate educational placement of all handicapped
children.
Guaranteed safeguards for
handicapped children and their
parents on decisions about
educational programs and confidentiality of files of those
children identified as being handicapped will continue to be

Instituted.
The application will be on file
in the superintendent's office until July 12, 1984. Any interested
persons may receive copies of
the application and make comments concerning the applica-

tion to Nancy Lovett of the
Calloway County School System.
Consideration wll be given to
all comments prior to the submission of the final copy of the
application to the Kentucky
Department of Education.

One of Kentucky's most wanted
is recaptured in New York City
A former Murray resident is
In custody in New York City,
having been apprehended after
being sought since he fled in 1980
from Paducah, where he faced
an armed robbery trial.
Kevin Bruce Rowe, 25, was
one of the FBI's top eight Kentucky fugitives, according to
reports, because of the length of
time he had been at large and
the seriousness of the charge
against him.
Rowe was apprehended late
last week by Hempstead Police
on Long Island, according to
Phillip Doty, Louisville FBI
media spokesman. He was lodg-

ad in Nassau County Jail, and
faces a hearing Tuesday to
determine if he will waive extradition rights to be
transported to McCracken County, Doty said.
Rowe escaped the area on
Nov. 26, 1979, as he was being
taken from jail to the McCracken County Courthouse for
an appearance related to the
robbery charge. He was under
Indictment for a Nov. 23, 1979
robbery of a Paducah MUM
Mart, and after fleeing was
charged with second•degree
escape. The FBI began searching for him in 1980.
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Heating &
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PERSPECTIVE
Reagan's charm
Ronald Reagan laughs, and the public laughs
with him. His smile is worth a million votes.
Even his mistakes are greeted with good humor
by most Americans.
Two years ago, the president fell asleep during
a talk by French President Francois Mitterrand
Thatnault was largely ignored by the American
people.
While on a tour of South America, the president forgot where he was and praised the wrong
country. The mistake was quickly forgotten at
home.
On his visit to Ireland, Mr. Reagan gave a
toast to the wrong official. Even the press paid
little attention to the error.
Perhaps we have become more tolerant of our
presidents. Maybe we are beginning to recognize
the tremendous pressures put upon our chief executives. Or could it be that Mr. Reagan has us
bewitched?
U these and similar mistakes had been made
by other presidents, they would have been
ridiculed. Remember how President Gerald
Ford bumped his head? Think of how we laughed
when it was reported that President Jimmy
Carter was attacked by a giant rabbit while out
fishing.
Presidents Carter and Ford were ridiculed,
but at least they stayed awake.

Nuclear myths
Time may show that many Americans were
misguided about the dangers of nuclear power.
Their fearful opposition to nuclear power has
contributed to the stalling or scratching of some
nuclear energy projects.
Yet in 1983 nuclear plants accounted for 13 percent of the nation's electricity — more than
either natural gas or oil. The U.S. nuclear plants
were the third leading source of electrical
generation, behind coal which generated 54.5
percent and hydroelectric dams which accounted for 14.4 percent.
By the end of the decade, industry sources
estirne'
"proximately one-fifth of our electricity will come from the atom.
Expansion of this valuable energy source probably would proceed faster were it not for
widespread fears in many minds equating
nuclear power with The Day After, Hiroshima,
The China Syndrome and the overblown mishap
at Three Mile Island.
Most Americans are poorly informed about the
risk of nuclear plants and think mistakenly that
they can explode like an atomic bomb, wrote
Robert Inglehart, professor of political science
at the University of Michigan, in Public Opinion
magazine.
Their erroneous thinking influences their attitude toward atomic energy. Inglehart said.
"Among those members of the American
public who believe that an explosion Is very likely, a clear majority — 60 percent — oppose the
development of nuclear power plants. Among
those who are aware thatit 111 physically impossible, only 12 percent oppose developing nuclear
power."
Dependency on pollutive and imported fossil
fuels will be reduced as more nuclear plants are
built and put into operation.
This will happen sooner, and more smoothly.
when facts replace fears about nuclear energy in
more American minds. That is a job for public
education.

Sikhs' rights
The storming of the Sikhs' sacred shrine by Indian troops has left 800 Sikh separatists dead, including their militant leader, Jarnall Singh
Bhindranwale.
But the Indian government had to confront
Bhindranwale, a fundamentalist rebel, who used
the shrine as a base to commit terrorist raids
and as an armory for illegal weapons. He
demanded political autonomy and the creation of
a Sikh state called Khalistan and preached the
use of terrorism to gain his ends.
If India permitted the Sikhs to use terrorism to
gain autonomy, it would set the stage for other
groups to split off. India has 16 different
languages, four major religions — Hindu,
Moslem, Christian and Sikh — and countless
ethnic groups.
The Sikhs have legitimate concerns regarding
their realgious and political rights as a minority
in a predominately Hindu nation. Moderate Sikh
leaders, including those who were threatened by
Bhindranwale, have used non-violent tactics to
pressure the government for reforms. The
violence of the militants has polarized the Sikh
people and the Indian government. It would be a
further tragedy if Sikhs who consider themselves
Indians by nationality and Sikhs by religion were
forced to choose between nation and creed.
Force Is not enough to prevent the Indian subcontinent from exploding into religious and
racial wars. Only by guarantees of freedom of
religion and rights for all peoples can this nation
of 700 million people survive
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royko says

by mike royko

Vacation plans take a nosedive
It was such a good sales pitch, an
acquaintance who is a travel agent
almost had me talked into the unthinkable: getting on an airplane.
"Consider what your fear of flying is depriving you of," he said,
taking out a stack of travel
brochures.
Yeah, I have — it deprives me of
crashing into the side of a
mountain.
"You know that's irrational."
I suppose it Is. But how many rational phobias can you name?
"Just consider all the wonderful
places you could visit if you would
fly. You can afford to travel. You
can go anywhere."
That's right. And I do travel — by
car or train.
"To Europe?"
That's a little difficult.
"It's almost impossible except
by slow boat, and you know it.
Think of what you're missing.
Here, look at this brochure. Have
you ever been to Norway and the
other Scandinavian countries? Do
you know what they have to offer?"
Yeah. I know, fjords and scenery
and herring and stuff like that.
"And beautiful, blond, blue-eyed,
long-legged women. Some people
say they are the most beautiful
women in the world."
Ash.
"And they're sensible and levelheaded. No puritanical hang-ups. If
you know what I mean."
An.

"And they're incredibly friendly
and open. And most of them speak
English."
An.
"Or look at this one. France.
Have you been there?"
Not in a long time. Good grub, I
hear, If you can stand the waiters.
"And chic, sophisticated women.
Paris is full of them. Beautiful,
worldly women."
An.
"Don't forget the swinging south
of France. Nice. Cannes. Where do
you think the bikini was invented?
And the topless bikini?"
An.
"What about Italy? Rome.
Venice."
Right. Ancient ruins, gondolas,
pasta and wine. Or wino, as the
natives call it.
"Yea, but don't forget the
women. Smoldering eyes, fullbodied, warm-blooded,
tempestuous, romantic.
An.
"Everywhere you look, a Sophia
Loren. Thousands of them."
An.
"Shall I go on? Do you want to
hear about the attitude of European women toward, uh, mature
men?"
How long does the flight take?
"Just a few hours. You can practically sleep your way across."
He had me sold. After all, a man
should broaden his horizons and
study the culture of the Old World.
"I'll start putting together an

Itinerary immediately," he said
It's really mate?
"Are you kidding? All that open
sky over the oceans. You'll be safer
than riding the Lake Street El.
OK. Don't forget to toss in a
museum or two. A guy's got to rest
sometimes, right?
And I'd be there now Except
that I happened to pick ups copy of
the Wall Street Journal that happened to contain an article on flying across the Atlantic.
There are wild men up there!
According to the Journal article,
there is an aviation agency that
keeps track of major navigational
errors.
"Major" errors means some
pilot wandered out of his assigned
flight path into another plane's
assigned flight path. Which creates
the risk of head-on collisions.
Does It happen? You bet it does
Especially when the pilots fly for
Iberia, the Spanish state-owned
airline.
The Journal article described
some of the errors as "hairraising." When I read about them,
my hair would have raised, if I had
any.
In recent months, Iberian pilots
have wandered as much as 120
miles off course. One pilot was so
far off course, that he almost landed at the wrong airport.
But the most hair-raising story
was about a pilot who, after he took
off, discovered that his nagivational system wasn't working.

letters to the editor

Golf tourney owed its success to many
To The Editor,
Too often the credit for success
goes to one individual; and I, for
one, would like to take this opportunity to share the success of the
MCC Kings and Queens Tournament with all the people who
unselfishly gave of their time and
skill to make the tournament
weekend so great.
The golfers were graciously met
at the Registration Tent by Clover
Cotharn, Eddie Mae Outland, Chris
Graham and Fairs Alexander and
then served coffee and donuts by
Janet Wallis at a bright and early 7
a.m. Ve and Dave Severris outdid
themselves working with Dwayne
Gibbs on the brightly colored
striped tent that hovered over
registration that weekend. Diane
Villanova secured buglers to tee
everyone off and Joe Pat Barnett
was kind enough to lend us some
equipment that really kept the officials in touch with what was going
on back at the clubhouse. Judy
Latimer arranged for a dozen or so
of our ladies to bring in

hors d'oeuvres for the Friday social
and Mark Miller officiated as DJ of
the evening. Sitting out in the
blistering sun keeping the golfers
refreshed were Danny Workman',Jack Wallis, Larry Krouse, Jim
and Donna Tate, Rick and Vicki
Jones and George Bell. Carita
Lamb did a great job of publicizing
this event even after the tournament was over making sure all
events and winners were cited.
Rick Orr and Ted Delaney handled
the headache of the scoreboard
with ease. Last — but definitely not
least — was the dinner. I cannot
say enough about this dinner which
Rose Berry put together. Besides
the cooks mentioned in MC.'a article, Claudia Berry, Norma
Workman, Freda Steeley, Frances
Parker, Rowena Cullom and
Veneta Sexton all pitched in to
make sure everyone had enough to
eat. No one waited on food and
everything tasted out of this world.
My hat goes off to Rose.
I would also like to thank all the
local businesses for their contribu-

lions to our goody bag, door prizes
and marquis welcomes, and the
Murray Community Theater for
their contribution to our medievel
look. And I especially would like to
thank the MCC club members not
participating in the events of that
weekend for "putting up" with us.
I could probably. fill this
newspaper with names and actions
contributing to this tournament, but
it seems like everyone was there
pitching in when needed and
sometimes without even being asked to help. Everyone commented on
the friendliness of our town: I
believe the City of Murray was a
definite hit with everyone.
This tournament could not have
been the success it was without the
deeds of the people mentioned
above. These people made it easy
for me to preside over this event
and I thank each and everyone of
them from the bottom of my heart.
Sincerely.
Linda Alexander
1603 Magnolia
Murray, Ky.

Drunk driving deaths must be reduced
To the Editor,
I am writing in response to Darla
Siner's letter (June 27) concerning
the law requiring more stringent
penalties for those caught while
driving under the influence of
alcohol. Contrary to what Ms. Siner
implied in her letter, that law does

Thanks, bro'
To The Editor,
I would like to thank my brother
Dalphus Chriatenberry and wife
Marion, for renewing the "Le442er
and Times," one more year for my
birthday. Brothers and sisters are
like that you know.
Hilda Leeds
14720 Roscoe 037
Panorama City, Calif. 91402
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not say an 18-year-old cannot
drink. Apparently, she has that law
confused with the bill recenUy
passed by the U.S. Congress calling
for the withholding of highway
funds to states which refuse to
maintain a minimum drinking age
of 21.
Ms. Siner is concerned with the
rights of young people to drink if
they want to. I am concerned with
citizens' rights to drive along our
highways without fear of being killed by a drunk driver.
Speaking concerning the recently passed bill, the senator who introduced the bill stated on the
"Good Morning. America" show
this past week that most of the traffic fatalities due to drunk driving
are caused by young people within
the age bracket of 16 to 20 years. He
also said that the same age group
— 16 to 20 years — is the only segment of the population whose life
expectancy has not increased in re-

cent times.
The 18-20-year-olds are losing the
right to drink because they have
abused it by killing themselves and
others on the highways. If they had
been able to demonstrate the
capability of handling their drinking in a responsible manner, the
government would not feel compelled to change the age limit.
Rather than feel they are being
treated unfairly, the young people
should acknowledge that this
change is to protect them from
themselves, and they should
realize that it is for their gr,
d,and
that of others, as well.
I compliment The Murray
Ledger and Times for their appropriate cartoon printed on the
same page as Ms. Siner's letter
Sincerely,
Lurtae Ferguson
1718 Melrose Court
Murray, Ky. 42071

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
In their June, 1984. Atlantic Mon
thly ran a series of excerpts from a
new book entitled The Experts
Speak, edited by Ch,-"•,,Ther Carl
and Victor Navaaky (Pantheon,
1944).
One of the "expert" comments in
this book is the following statement
by one Major George Eliot. made 111
1938:
A Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor is a strategic
impossibility.
Another "expert" opinion is this

one from H.L. Menchen in 1936
The jig is nearly up (for
Roosevelt)...There was a time
when the Republicans were
t?
ntry for •
behemoth to p8 against him.
Now they begia to grasp the
fact that...they can beat him
with a Chinaman, or even a
Republican.
And finally there Is this (believe
It or not I comment from General
George Armstrong Custer: "The
Army is the Indian's best friend."

Did he turn around and land and
get the thing repaired or replaced?
Nah. He was a macho guy, so he
flew all the way across the ocean
using a simple compass.
It kept him going in the right
direction generally. But it caused
him to drift from ope flight path to
another.
That's kind of like going the
wrong way on an expressway and
wandering from one land to
another.
How do these things happen? Experts say that it comes from hitting
the wrong buttons on the cockpit
computers. And they say the
Iberian pilots have a greater knack
for hitting the wrong buttons than
anybody else.
The result has been that there
are times when more than 400
planes are streaking across the
Atlantic in both directions. And
some of them are in the other guy's
lane.
After finishing the article, I called my friend the travel agent and
told him to forget it.
"You've got to fight your
phobia," he said.
"Some goof looking at a compass
at 20,000 feet isn't a phobia," I said.
"Where will you go?" he said.
"I don't know. Maybe the
Wisconsin Dells. It's not Paris, but
I don't think I can get 120 miles off
course getting there."

looking back
Ten years ago
Warrant Officer James C.
Dowdy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dowdy, Is stationed at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Joe L. Doran will be ordained to
the gospel ministry at Memorial
Baptist Church on July 3.
A consultative and diagnostic
heart clinic for medically indigent
children was held June 28 at the
Calloway County Health
Department.
Miss Deborah Kay Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R.
Johnson, and James Leland Brandon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hobert
Brandon, were married at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Phyllis Coleman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Zane Coleman, Rt. 2,
attended the Grand Assembly of
Rainbow for Girls of Arizona held
June 19-23 at Ramada Inn,
Phoenix.
Twenty years ago
The Kirksey Baptist Church
Sanctuary will be dedicated on July 5 with the Rev. Terry Sills as
featured speaker. Members of the
Building Committee are R.W.
Blakely, Urban Belcher and Carlin
Riley.
Beverly Lassiter, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Lassiter of
Murray, is featured as one of the
dancers in the production of "Stars
In My Crown" playing nightly at
the Kenlake State Park
Amphitheatre.
Billy Miller, president, said a
meeting of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America will be held
tonight at the school.
"The last house on Murray High
School property, facing Main
Street, has been removed and the
fence is being put up to include the
area in the playground area of
Austin School," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
The Murray American Legion
Team with Lynn Stanek on the
mound beat Humboldt, Term., 11 to
6 in a baseball game.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Riley and
children, Glenn and Jane, of Falls
Church, Va.. are the guests of their
parents, Mrs. Lydia Cain and Mr.
and Mrs. Carlin Riley.
Thirty years ago
Gene Lovins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Lovins, is serving with the
United States Navy on the USS
Tolovana enroute to Japan.
The Calloway County Health
Department will become the local
registrar for birth and death
registrations for Calloway County,
according to Dr. J.A. Outland,
local health officer.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Ed and Martha Fenton.
Billy Joe Huts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lilburn Flute, has arrived In
Anchorage, Alaska, where he
resumed his work with the Buick
Company there.
Mrs. Wylie Parker was hostess
for a meeting of the Paris Road
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
Harold Grogan giving the lesson on
"Swedish Weaving." Elected as officers were Mrs. Alice Steely and
Mrs. Elmer Collins
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by Rainey Appc-rson

Balloons may be soaring
above the Shriner Burn Center
in Cincinnati very soon.
Lucus McCord Dibble is progressing very well, and seems to
be responding to the skin grafts
following his accident
Lucus pulled a cooker with hot
oil in it over several parts of his
body, and his parents, Debbie
and Cliff Dibble rushed him to
the hospital. Then in turn he was
taken to the Burn Center in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Betty (Mrs. Don) McCord, his
grandmother, and I were chatting and Betty says he is doing
fine now, and even may be able
to come home soon. His other
grandparents. Edith and Frank
Dibble have returned to their
hoine in Dallas, Texas, after being here with the baby, nine-

month-old Lucua, and the rest of
the family during this painful
time.
• • •
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Is a vibrant
southern city — steeped in tradition My daughter, Emily and I
visited this charming place for
registration for the University of
Alabama The streets are wide
and easy to get around In the
traffic. The campus of the
University of Alabama is lush
with crepe myrtle, magnolia
trees and old oak trees. Last, but
not least, the people working on
campus are so friendly, easy to
be with and very helpful.
• • •
Popcorn: It's tasty, it's
healthy, a favorite of the famous
— Reagan, Mondale relish it,
movie operators sold 8300
million worth last year, and
Murray Is sometimes called
"The Popcorn Capital of the
World."
Popcorn, long a national addiction, is this year's nouvelle
cuisine — "a rage, a fever, a
gustatory obsession." It's the
favorite of the people and it's the
favorite of the famous.
Like who? "Ronald Reagan
dotes on the billowy clusters at

bedtime, serves bowlfuls drenched in melted butter to his
friends at White House screenings," Town & Country reports
in the May lame
'Former Vice President Mon
dale's seal is intemperate. Mondale's mother understands. She
sends 'Fritz' a packet of popcorn
every year for his birthday
"Thank the swarm of new
fast-food popcorn shops with
their jazzy, anything-goes flavor
for this mania."
Popcorn shops have been
around since 1929, when the first
of some '270, 44-state Karmel
Korn Shoppes opened in Rock
Island, Ill. Simple popcorn. Buttered, salted, cheesed or
carameled. But in 1978, a retired
candy company executive,
Charlie Bird, at his wife's request, made chocolate popcorn.
The rest, as they say, is
history. Charlie opened a popcorn store in Dallas called The
Corn Popper, featuring
chocolate. Now there are 32
flavors in coast-to-coast Corn
Popper shops.
In 1982, actor Jack Klugman
opened Jack's Corn Crib on a
New York City movie row, the
first of many franchised Crib
shops that are going international with 50 wild flavors ranging from watermelon to sour
cream and onion popcorn.
"On the road doing 'The Odd
Couple' with Tony Randall,"
says Klugman, "I ate gallons of
my favorite, popcorn with garlic
powder and cheese, that I made
in an electric popper I carried
with me. Of course, I had no
friends, because with the garlic
nobody would come near me."
Health food enthusiasts are
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Ladies day golf will be
held this week OV
day, July 3, at the Oaks
Country Club.
The lineup will be as
follows:
9 a.m. — Grace
James, Sue Lamb,
Berlene Brewer and Sue
Wells;

Broach, Shelba Barnett,
Shirley Wade and Sally
Ann Sawyer;
9:20 a.m. — Jane
Barnett, Helen King,
Sue Steele and Paulette
Reed;
9:25 a.m. — Irene
Wood, Martha Butterworth, Mary C. Lamb
9:05 a.m. — Ada and Barbara Blalock;
Roberts, Polly Seale,
9:30 a.m. — Kathryn
Elude Caldwell and Mur- Outland, Marion
relle Walker;
Chriatenberry, Florence
9:10 a.m. — Doris Hensley and Crystal
Rose, Peggy Noel, Parks:
Melva Hatcher and Rob9:35 a.m. — Sherry
bie LaMastus;
Mohon, Shirley Wall,
9:15 a.m. — Martha Evelyn Wallis and
Jen-

nifer Crouse.
Any one not signed t.,,
but desiring to play may
come and be paired at
the tee.
Winners from play on
Wednesday, June 27,
have been announced by
Grace James, hostess,
as follows:
Championship flight
— Ada Sue Roberts,
medalist, Sue Wells, second, Doris Rose, low
putts;
First flight — Shelba
Barnett, first, Vickie
Oliver, second, Hazel
Beale, low putts;
Second flight — Erma

Tuck, first, Sally Ann
Sawyer,second, Martb.Butterworth, low putts;
Third flight —
Kathryn Outland, first,
Martha Broach, second,
Florence Hensley, low
putts.

this cemetery you will
"Until sufficient funds
surely want to share in are available for
the privilege and upkeep, different perresponsibility of this sons are volunteering to
endeavor. You may mow the grass the sesend your contribution, cond Saturday of each
check or money order to month during the growthe committee chair- ing season. If you would
man, any member or like to help, please bring
directly to Trigg County work equipment on that
Farmers Bank, Cadiz, date or call Vickey
Ky.," said Mrs. Lane.
Lane, 1-522-8316.

Breast
cancer
studied
WASHINGTON (API
— A medical specialist
says within five years
accurate blood tests
should be available to
detect breast cancer,
which is expected to
strike 115,000 women
this year.
Dr. William F. Feller,
associate professor of
surgery at Georgetown
University, told the
House Aging Committee
that the test Is 96 percent accurate.
"Presently, we are
applying to the
American Cancer Society for a grant to carry
out a small preliminary
breast cancer screening
study," and results of
the study should be
available within six
months, Feller said. "It
111 likely that accurate
blood tests for breast
cancer will be available
within five years," he
added.
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"Coca-Cola- Original

Phyllis's Beauty Shop

q150
Si.urnwe
CUSSo12_1

Invite You
To Come By
Blackford House
And Register To
Win A $2000
Harrison Original.

Blackford House
With 1125.00 Purchase
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"Signs Of The Times ..
New Release

Be sure and stop in and
register for free giveaways,
and take a look at all
the new releases 14y Harm,
Frace", Chapple,-Sawyier
Sale Ends July 14
!

IOU To Blackford House

The Blackford House Gallery
in
753-8301

JUNE
CLEARANCE!

China, Crystal,
Pottery and

20%

miss Moore of
boxes, one internal.

/
1 2 Off
Entire Stock of Spring and Summer Clothing
4/zrttO

-

'4 1

Expires 7-14-84

with

11 Visits For $20

CD - DaailiNo-As

HIGOSaticINITTHEWS

5 Dollars Off

and
13
It
1

•Jewelery
'Tops
•Blouses
•Shirts

*Skirts
•Pants
•Suits
•Socks

•Swimwear
•Short
•Dresses
Sundresses
*Handbags
'Mini
•Mini Skirts
'Coordinated Sportswear
• Accessories

•;-

Ls&fas -

Jim Harrison
II

437-4841

rtP

beicvls

Beat The Summer Heat And Tan In
Air Conditioned Private Rooms

Call For Your Appointment Now!

gleeful word on popcorn was
pronounced by Mae West, who
once moaned happily . 'Too
much of a good thing can be
wonderful
• • •
It was hair cutting time at
Leta's Beauty Salon this week
Debbie Griffin cut Risa Bacaik's
long long hair in the hair cut
similar to the L'Oreal Girl in the
advertisement Risa had worn
her hair long for 15 years, so you
can imagine the trauma of having it cut, but it looked very attractive Before Risa's cut, her
hair was very much like Crystal
Gayle's

Sum ince

Frame House Gallery
Jim Harrison
and
Blackford
House Gallery

Fireworks of Savings In July
On Suntana Sun Systems

Hardin, Ky.
Across From The Post Office

PAGE

Summer Time Savings At Blackford House Gallery
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high on popcorn as an easily
People at sports events, cirdigested, low-calorie, fibrous. cuses and
saloons love It. Moviewhole grain cereal. 71. goers
gobble another 60 inhIlim
American Cancer Society pounds.
Side Items such as elecrecommends It as non - tric poppers,
popping oil and
carcinogenic. "The Society's finely
milled popcorn salt add to
good-for-you list," Town & Coun- the industry's
profits
try notes, "also includes sitting
Everybody knows about
In the shade, having a good Cracker
Jack and its role In the
laugh, and making money."
song favorite, "Take Me Out to
And popcorn does ,indeed, the Ball
Game."
make money In a good year,600
Family fortunes have been
million pounds worth is sold made
through popcorn through
from Corn Belt states, one-sixth the
generations
Movie
of it earmarked for export to operators
sold $300 million
about 75 other countries. About worth last
year And the Town &
300 million pounds a year are Country
report recalls a famous
mold in food stores
actress this way: "The last

Matheny meeting...
(Cont'd from page 4)
of her efforts.
The Committee would
like to encourage those
persons and others to
make a tax deductable
donation to the Matheny
Cemetery Fund
"If you are a parent,
child, grandchild or
even great-grandchild
of a loved one buried at

rums

Off

All Ultima II

/
12

Off

1O Rack of
Summer Tops

r
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Coming community events
Mesday,July
Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al.
Anon will have ckiaisd
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton For information
call 753-04151, T6243114,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663
————
'Sing Out. Ken.'
Community —Theatre
tucky!" will be perwill have a auditions for
at 8 p.m. at KenIndependence Day formed
tucky Dam Village ConCabaret and "Noah"
vention Center.
from 5 to 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.

Masilay,Jully
Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in annes of Calloway Public
Library.
——— —
Murray Lodge No, 106
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Tuesday, July $
Baptist Young Women
of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. with Karon
Johnson.
— ———
Ladles day will be at
Work &Tr for Iadles of Oaks Country Club with
Seventh and Poplar golf at 9 a.m. and bridge
Church of Christ will be at 9:30 a.m.
at 10 a.m, in multi————
purpose room.
"Sing Out, Ken—— ——
tucky!" will be perMurray toastmasters formed at 8 p.m. at Kenat
will meet at 6:59 p.m
tucky Dam Village ConWestern Sizzlin vention Center
inforRestaurant. For
—— — —
mation call 759-9926.
Tuesday,July 3
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Open Lands
Adventure at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.

Tuesday,July $
Social Security
Representative will be
from 10 a.m, to noon at
Robert 0 Miller Courthouse Annex.
— — ——
Story hours for
preschool will be at
10 - 30 a m. and for
school-age at 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
— ———
Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m.

Tuesday. July 3
Skating party for
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School will
be from 6 to 8 p.m at
Roller Skating of
Murray
—— ——
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
— ———

•
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It's The Total On The
D 81 T
Tape That Counts
Warehouse Foods
Prices Good While

EL
,

,
Lynn Grove
Large

Lu

9
u

6 Pk. Can

Frito-Lay

Reg. 1.39

cn

Turner

Ice Cream
4 Qt. Pail

Gal

cn

Nabisco Saltine Crackers 1 Lb. Box 89'

Reelfoot
All Meat

Martha White

Downy Fabric

Flour

Softener

Wieners

64 Oz.

$359 890 89 $ 39
5 Lb.

I

Keebler Club Crackers 1 Lb. $1.39
Show Boat

Pork & Bean

Reelfoot

Reelfoot

Bologna

Bacon

29

12 Oz.

t

Mr. Juicy Fruit Drink 8 For $1.00

.

0

Pure Gold

American Ace

Catsup

Peanut
Butter

32 Oz.

Keebler Town hawse Crackers 1 LB. $1.59

Reelfoot

3199° „b

LLJ
C.)

99°

12 Oz.

15 Oz. Can

0
0

Buttermilk

Hot or Mild

Doz.

89C

a.
a.
cn

Turner

Sausage

49
$
69

* Potato
Chips
•

a.m.

Erwin Country

Page Paper Towels Jumbo Roll 494
▪

Wednesday,July 4
Golf Scramble for
members of Oaks Country Club and out-of-town
guests will start at 10

supply' Last!
Coca-Cola, Diet
Coke, Sprite

Eggs

0
0
0

Monday
Thru
Saturday
8-7

Dinner
Franks -

$ 39

Coffeemate Coffee Creamer 25.5 Oz. $2.59

Paramount
Hamburger Sliced

Smuckers Grape

Keebler
Soft Batch

Jelly

Pickles

Cookies

32 Oz.

12 Oz.

840 990 890 99°
32 Oz.

18 Oz.

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

Fla-Vor-Ice Freeze Pop 24 Ct. Box $1.39
Lipton
Instant

Lipton
24 Ct. Family Size ,

Tea
4 Oz.

Sweepstake

Sunshine

Martha White

Dog Food

Meal

Tea Bags

Tuesday,July $
Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from noon to 2 p.m. at
Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
————
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant
————
Senior citizens activities will be at 9.30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m at
Hazel and Douglas
Center; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
——— —
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504,
753-4126,
753-8087 or 762-2667
——— —
First Baptist Church
WMIJ win meet at 9:30
a.m. In church chapel

50 Lb.

Tuna
Fish

5 Lb.

— ---

Couples Fun Golf
Tournament will start
at 2 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with
potluck to follow and
each to bring steak and
one dish.
————
Churchwide picnic
and service of First
Baptist Church will
start at 3 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
————
Colley and Lawrence
will have a
potluck picnic at noon at
the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee
Fairgrounds. For information call 753-5566.
————
Shelton and Coles
families will have a
potluck reunion at noon
at Murray-Calloway
County Park. For information call 753-3942.
————
Former teachers and
members of 1933, 1934
and 1935 graduating
classes of New Concord
High School will meet at
10 a.m, at home of Mr.
and Mrif. Welfdell
Allbritten. For information call 753-4496.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Independence
Day events from
to 4
p.m.atT'he
Homeplace-1850 and
Skyworks at 6 and 7
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
————
Special events for Cottage Grove, Tenn., Fire
Department will start at
9:30 a.m.
————
Thursday,July 5
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
SoriShIne Celebration,

Thursday,July 5
high school choir from
Zion Lutheran Church,
Bethalto, Ill., will present a program at Im•
manual Lutheran
Church at 7 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include The Beaver's
World at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. at Murray Country
Club.
————
Mixed Couples Tennis
is scheduled at 6 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.

Providence
club meets,
Spann home
Lisa Spann opened
her home for the recent
meeting of the New Providence Homemakers
Club.
"Efficiency In
Household Management" was the subject
of the lesson presented
by Sylvia Puckett.
Kathy Bass read the
scripture from .Proverbs 15:1-4.
Beth Falwell presided. Lessons were
selected for the next
club year and the present officers were reelected for 1984-85.
Mrs. Falwell also
read parts of two
newsletters on "Cut
Flower Care" and
"Hazardous Household
Products."
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Spann.
One visitor was Terri
Oliver. Others present
ware Opal Shoemaker,
DOrvEil Hendon, Patsy
Pittman, Stephanie
Spann and Felicity
Smith.
The next meeting will
be on Tuesday, Sept. 11,
at 1 p.m. at the home of
Dorval Hendon.

Birthday...
(Coat'd from Page 4)
The former
schoolteacher was admitted to Baptist
Hospital Monday morning and doctors began
inducing labor at 8:30
a.m. She gave birth to
the seven pound,
20-inch, auburn-haired
Ashleigh at 1:30 p.m.
The couple has another
daughter, 3-year-old
Lindsay, who celebrates
an October birthday.
Mrs. Crane recalled
how her daughter had
been due on June 15, but
was 10 days late.

6 Oz. Can

$799

$ 99

Dawn Dishwashing Detergent 12 Oz. 59'
Fisher
Sandwich Mate

Cheese

89° 49°

Come On By And
See Our New Menu
Featuring
An Ocean
Full Of
New Meals
Like Our
Tender
POlynesian
Chicken Or
Our New
Gourmet
amburgers

Joy Dishwashing Detergent 32 Oz. $1.49

Hormel

Hormel

Vienna
Sausage

Potted
Meat

N -thern
Bathroom

Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

3 Oz Can

99 .
5 49° 4P1 $1 09

12 Oz.

Vernor Ginger Ale 6 Pk. ThrOW Away Bottles 81.82

))
im
a.' Coca-Cola, Sprite,
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
O.
Diet
Coke
D
Tab,
Dr.
Pepper, Mt. Dew
ca
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
I
I4
x

ub
0 $ 1 19
8
.
Pius Deposit

-1 $1119

Yellow Onions Lb. 19

Mt. Dew or
Orange Crush
2 Liter Bottle

89°

We Will
Be Open
July 4
For Your
Shopping
Convenience

r-8
Plus Deposit
u)
** * * *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPUES LAST**** ** **** *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST** *

—Don't Forget —
Friday & Saturday
Seafood Buffet
A wWwth wolenn9 envy el saehmAl
Pillectiam Ma* from Or CAM WAGON
oak* Or end el 4114. caw sot MOM

Plighway

Pled%

PM'

18119111AY, JULY 9, 1991

Funeral services to be held
today for Dr. Kavanaugh
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Funeral services were to be held
today for Dr. Charles Nicholas
Kavanaugh. former president of
the Kentucky Society of Internal
Medicine.
He died Friday in Lexington at
age 59.

He was president of the
organization from WO to ten
and was on the stein at Good
Samaritan, St Joseph and (entral Baptist hoopitani.
He was also founder and Mee
tor of the coronary care unit at
Central Baptist Hospital

By Abigail Van

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR ABBY: Every time I goila
the pest eirwie le get my most, I
beams Mdmisked when I sae oar
national bisd, the Americas bald
Espieked with•white bend, a
while neck and • dark map and

Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 3, 1954

pains, but didn't want to "spoil" my
more than five months along at the
wedding, so she didn't say any- Use, of the wedding" Thank you.
thing. She mat made it down the
TRUE STORY FROM
aisle at a 4 p.m. wedding, with her
NEW ORLEANS
pains coming three minutes apart
You guessed it. Her water broke,
she fainted and the priest inter
Buren
(Galata married? Send for
rupted the ceremony to ask if there
Abbes mow, updated, expanded
was a doctor in the house. For
on in the Middle East and Cen- (untidily, there was, and my res.wan boaikloginlow to Have• ev
tral America, plus the threat of of honor tool) the best man (her Wamg."Send your name and
a noel:ego war, I doubt if I can husband)with her,and she delivered seldp•OS iiieri7 Printed with •
drum up mock interest in cor- a 5-pound "preemie" an hour later.
cheek OR gegglay order for $2.50
recting the color of the rump So Abby, next time someone ask, (this
postage) to: Dear
and tail on our national bird. if• Pregnant woman should be in Abby, Wailisig Booklet, P.O.
Sorry.
the wedding party, my,"Not if she's Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.1

That is incurred, Abby. Anyone
Whet Mid of day will tomorrow be?
SCORPIO
who knows anything about eagles
Ti BEd esa wird the stars say, read ((ct. 23
know that a oiatese eagle with •
to Noy.21)
the forecast gives for your birth sign.
You'll be the instigator at holiday white head sad white neck should
DEAR ABBY This is for "Call Me
ARIES
entertanunents. There'll be mire have a whale rump and a white tail! Mrs.," the older woman who resented
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
'Pe than one place to visit today. Friends When I see these eagles on the U.S. being called "Kathy" by her doctor:
Take advantage of positive career surround you.
Postal Service mailboxes, mail
I'm on your side. I'm an older
trucks and postal employees' ant- woman, too, and here's how I
trends. Your take-charge attitude SAGITTARIUS
hems.it wale ow.
puts you on top. You may entertain Nov. 22to Dec.21)
handled the same situation when
I wroth to all six South Carolina my doctor of many years retired and
business colleagues at home.
Success is within your grasp aid
oengesnemna
and
hi
both
our
US.
younger doctor took his place:
TAURUS
a
you'll spend part of the day capitalssonata=
When he greeted me with, "Good
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
ing on a career opportunity. FInseciol tie Whileto complain.I alno wrote to
Howie twice,and the only morning, Lucille," I responded,
A festive mood prevails. You're gain is likely.
palm I heard from was Sem Strom "Good morning, Bobby."(His name
ready for exciting times through CAPRICORN
Thurmond.He premised to look into was Robert.)
romance, travel and leisure ac- (Dec.22toJan. 19)
the swatker sad sae what he meld do
He wen quick to get the message.
tivities. Love reigns.
Both friendship and romance are to cermet it. I am Mall waiting.
From that time on, I was "Mrs.
GEPAINI
highlighted now, especiany ior lhane
Can you help this came along, Hastings" to him, and he was "Dr.
(May21 to June 20)
who can get away. Whoa! purasib Abby? I suppose it would
sp in Wittinghana" to me.
You may receive financial help will also stimulate you
the maims of dealers to change all
Try it. And if he doesn't catch on,
from family. You'll make major AQUARIUS
these eagles, but in the interest of change doctors. He's an idiot.
moves regarding home decorations. A Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
acrierse:g. it sheald be corrected_
MRS. HASTINGS
shopping spree is likely.
EDWIN KERRESON JR.,
Happy news pertains to financial leCANCER
LUGOFF,S.C.
terests. Couples make important deciDEAR MRS. HASTINGS:
(June 21toluly 22)
sions together. Career progress is also
Wonderful. Read on for another
DEAR MR_ KERRISON: I solution:
You really should get away if you indicated.
think yew may have bit upon the
can. It's the perfect time for a holiday PISCES
Ham roman our legiellature are slow
trip. A relaxed mood spells romance I Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
DEAR ABBY: Whenever I'm
.egor to
sneve on thin. It,too expose addressed by my first
for you!
Whether home or away, you'll be aye_
name and I
Comeisierin
g
what'sgo'ang don't especially like it, I say (with
LEO
with someone you care tor. Friends
my best smile),"My name is Celeste,
(July 23 to Aug. 221
are specially helpful and romantic
but it's perfectly all right with me if
Extra funds are at your disposal. prospects improve.
you call me Mrs. Hatcher."
You'll do your shopping and still have
YOU BORN TODAY have a =ewe
CELESTE B. HATCHER,
enough left over for savings. Look for way of expressing your ideas. This
ATLANTA
a career break.
quality can tring you success ia
VIRGO
reporting,&bun Mid GLASGOW, Hy. (AP) — A
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
publishing. You should learn to con- 27-year-old Franklin man
Things go pretty much your way. centrate on one thing, as you are ia- clroomed
after falling from a
DEAR ABBY:I keep seeing letters
Both work and play are indicated. The clined to scatter your energiex
l--ton Barren River Lake
in your column asking whether
evening is the be time for social ac- Friends are often helpful to you in furnear Glasgow, Barren Comity
pregnant women should be in a
tivities.
thering career interests. You drive Deputy Conner James Jolly
wedding party as bridesmaids,
LIBRA
on attention and would make a fine said.
matrons of honor, etc. You always
(Sept. 23toOct. 22)
entertainer. You do best in jobs that Ilse victim was identified as
say,"Why not?"
Home is the center of activities now. allow you to use yotir iniefiectaid
I will tell you why not: My sisterYou'll probably opt for happy family talents. Birth date of: Frani Ka, Kelly Kbadow. The incident ocin-law (married to my brother) was
times over festivities. A career pro- writer; Dorothy Kilgallen, rqxider; curred 9 pm. CDT Saturday.
my dearest friend. I was her maid of
Thahmtp was recovered Sunday
ject preocamies you.
honor and I asked her to be my
and George Sanders,actor.
atrai ULM_
matron of honor.She accepted when
she was in her fourth month,
knowing that she would be somewhere in her seventh month at the
time of the wedding.(It was her first
baby.)
Well, the morning of my wedding
she "thought" she had a few labor

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Ship channel
4 Squander
9 Pigpen
12 Anglo-Saxon
money
13 More domesticated

3 Hindu
cymbals
4 Portico
5 Atoms
6 Printer's

Aaswer te Previous Puzzle

COW BOG LULL
OW ULU COLO
MUM ULIC UMW
1016011100
OULICOU OLIEWBU
7 flecent
bihApothecary s
WE OULU
14 Garden 1001
*eight
MVO MOM=
15 Wan
9;That lady
QUO MUM] ULM
appearance ,4 3-Rocky hill
0000GIOUU [MOO
17 Bets
11 Affirmative
UMW LU
19 Dines
16 Limb
=MUM ZUCUU
21 Title of
18 Classify
CUM
BUB CCU
respect
20 Dry. as wine
MOLL ULM UM
abbr.
22 Keen
=WU UM MU
22 Projecting
23 Japanesetooth
25 Comparative
ending
27 Mountains of
Europe
31 Strike
32 Musical
instrument
34 For instance
35 Be ill
36 Gott mound
37 Therefore
38 Army units
41
ebbr.
42 Baker's
products

43 Diocese
4-4 Ancient
Persian
45 Behold!
47 Woody plant
49 Menace
53 Heal back
57 Regret
58 Royal
60 Cry like
a dove
61 Still
62 Junctures
63 Finish
DOWN
1 Republican
party: inht

2 Macaw

American
24 Near
32(trial
26 Netherlands 33 Legal
strePort
matters
28 Chinese
35 Passageway
&stance
39 Earth
measure
goddess
29 Sat for
40 Openwork
portrait
fabric
30 Breathe
41 Symbol for
loudly
helium
in skim
44 Encountered

46 Paddles
48 Lampreys
49 Attempt
50 Tint
51 Soak
52 Goff mound
54 High card
55 Electrified
particle
56 Bow
59 A state abbe

NNW MOWN MEM
WEE MIME MEM
UMW= NUMMI
MMEW ME
WWW111 MEW Maid
WON MMEMMEMEM
WM WW1
dill
WIEWMEMMOM
WINIM IIMM
au
Will MOWN
WWWMEW 11111111W
ME WIIIIMM 11111
MN MOM du

NANCY
WHAT'S
WRONG WITH

YOUR ARPIN ?

IS IT Pti
CID SPCRTS
INJURY CR
SOMETHING /

GARFIEL

Go ahead.. . plunge into our new, exciting and refreshing Seafood
cool combination of tender shrimp, rich crabmeat
and whitefish.
Delight Plate $3.75 As a salad plate, our Seafood Salad Delight is
served with tomato and egg wedges, garden-fresh vegetables, fruit
garnish, and French dressing.
Delight Croissant $3.15 Perfect on a rich and flaky croissant, with
fruit garnish.
Our new Seafood Salad Delights are two more exciting and refreshing
ways how, at Jerry's
Salad Delights! A

I HAVE THIS NAGGING
FEELING I'M FORGETTING
SOMETHING

BEETLE BAILEY
Delight Croissant

TNOUGWr
YOU BROKE
ONE OF YOUR
TENT POLES

MO Strtle
YOU Wet.

RESTAURANTS

BLONDIE
I PC4-res, A GQEA
Re...JAMAS
PirkIQ
ON SALE

PHANTOM '
IF `itXx DON'T KNOW
TH541, 140W 00 IOU
KNOW THAT C

PAS2

WHEN I
Tau_ You..
srAorT
at000ms.

S. 12th St., Murray
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By DICK BRIN WEER
Al'Sparta Writer
Rollie

ith

Dotsch

overcame a 164 deficit

out and
duo

1 squad
rig Mar-

iightcap
and the
rule. It
with no

teed =Innings.
r. side in
him

Dowell
a three- threeure and
he win.

pass to Doug Dennison, tailback
Mel Gray,
and Frank Corral, broke his
left arm as he
whose 38-yard field goal crashed
into the sad
accounted for the lone zone on a 24-ya
rd
Arizona scoring in the touchdown run
at 3:13 of
first half, won the game the third
overtime.

in the final period of
Sunday's other USFL
game to pull out a 17-18
victory over Houston
The Wranglers will host
the Los Angeles Express next Sunday for

may

have set• precedent of
sorts by giving his Birmingham Stallions a
day off to cool off before
meeting the Tampa Bay
Bandits in the United
Shard Football League
playoffs.
"I save them a Saturday off to give them an
edge," Dotsch said after
the Stallions advanced
Sunday to the Eastern
Conference championship game with a 38-17
victory.
Joe Cribbs, the
league's leading rusher,
gained 112 yards, Danny
Miller kicked five field
goals and the Birmingham defense set up
two touchdowns to advance to the confernce
final next Sunday in
Philadelphia.
George Allen's
Arizona Wranglers

ep

ed

with an extra point with
1:49 remaining.

the Western °conference

Express 27,
Panthers 21

Crown
The

Express

defending

ousted

"I've

champion

Michigan on Saturday,
winning the
longest

that in

New

Jersey

3-yard run in the third
period
to give
the
Stallions a 27-11 lead.

in

Saturday's other game
The

winners of next
weekend's games meet
for the league cham-

Cribbs
three

pa, Fla.
booted

also

caught

passes

for

55

yards. Ore
was a
29-ya.rder to the Tampa
Bay 1 in the first period

pionship July 15 in TamMiller

field

fumble

recovery

by

Buddy
Aydelette put
Birmingham in position
for two of its
touchdown._
• Wranglers 17,
Gamblers 12
Houston,

on

the

goals of 42, 49, 35, 42 and

to set up the first of two
short scoring runs by

32 yards.

strength of quarterback
Jim
Kelly's 14-yard

quarterback

touchdown

Cribbs,
yards

in

season,

with
the

1,467

on

Cliff

Stoudt.

regular

scored

anything

like

my

anyone else

crushed
28-7

been

life," said
Los Angeles Coach John
Hadl - and neither had

game
in
professional
football history, 27-21 in
three overtimes
Philadelphia

run to

never

through

An

a

interception

Chuck

Clanton

by

and

a

run

and

three field goals by Toni
Fritsch, seemed in conwith
1 3 37 to

play.But

Gambler

The teams played 93
33 seconds.

minutes,

punter Dale Walters suf-

breaking the old

fered

of

15-and

13-yard

punts to set up the late
Arizona scoring drives.
TIM

Spencer

pulled

the Wranglers to within
six points with 6:11 remaining

on

touchdown

a

20-yard

run

following the first short punt.
Then Greg Landry tossed

an

11-yard

scoring

82:40

Miami

set

Kevin Nelson scored
his second touchdown of
the game on a 1-yard

mark

by

the

Dolphins

and
Kansas City Chiefs in a
1971 National Football
League

playoff game
Just 8,753 fans witnessed the struggle in the
90,000-seat Los Angeles
Coliseum.
Ironically, the player
who broke up the game.

trol

bring the Express

21 unanswered points in
the second period to
avenge its only two
lames of the season.
both to New Jersey.
The "Doghouse''
defense, which limited
New Jersey's Herschel
Walker to 60 yards
rushing, got started ear-

ly

to

within 21-19 with 52
seconds left in regula-

when Scott Weilleller

arlipeI.
pass to kill the find
Steve
Young followed
drive by the Generals.
with a dash around left
John Bunting recovered
end for the two-point a Sipe fumble following
conversion to set up the a sack by Pete Kugler to
overtime.
set up the first of Kelvin
Michigan had two Bryant's three
chances to win, but touchdowns, a 10-yard
Novo Bojovic missed a run early in the second
37-yard field goal at- period
tempt with 10:13 left in
Bryant also scored
the first overtime period one a 1-yard run and on
and a 38-yarder with 38 an 11-yard pass from
seconds left in the Chuck Fuelna Garcia
second.
Lane returned a punt 70
Stars 28,
yards for the other
Generals 7
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
touchdown
scored
tion

intercepted a

ttme.Quarterback

'Ingle to

Field goal
defeats
Kentucky

Sur hits
by Mur-

1-1 tie
second,
I scored

SCOREBOARD

1 a dou-

LEXINGTON,

vo more

(AP) -

wice on

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Ky.

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

Safety -

quarterback
True

Bryan

connected

on

a

UNDY SURER

24-yard field goal to give
Tennessee a 3-0 win over
Kentucky in the first an-

Jeff

second

10-run-

All-Star

two of

game

Saturday

I added

at

Com-

monwealth Stadium.
True,

fly had

of

County,

Hickman

Term.,

made
good on the field goal at

six and

the
r-inning

5:29

mark

in

the

fourth quarter.

I only a
The field goal was the
only one attempted by

le and a
cClure,

:wo hits

Tennessee

while

Ken-

tucky

short

three

fell

times at 27, 20 and 33
yards.

d at the

Kentucky's last scor-

Kin at 7

chance

ing
1:19

came

remaining

with

in

the

901 SYCAMORE

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NADONAL LEAGUE
New York 3, Atlanta 2, 38d gams
EAST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
Houston 18. Philadelphia 1
W
1
Pct. G8
W
I
Pct. Cell
Cincimustl
4, Montreal 1
Detrodt
55 21
714 crsh,,,,o
43 34
San Francisco 7. Pitiaburgh 4
558 Toronto
44 41
4F7 4
New York
Hs 33
Chicago 4. L.Angel. 3
544 1
8alU°4.4.4
" 44
441 12%
Philadelphia 42 35
San Diego 3. St. Louis 1
546
1
Beaton
34 41 .446 19
mont.,....,
V
30
487 644
eleaday's Gongs
i(8hrankse
34 43 .442 21
S.,.. L.,
13 41
Montreal (Dothan:an 4-61 at
481
5
New York
33 42
440 71
Pittaburgh
lo 47
, no 13
Atlanta (Peres 62)
Cleveland
82 LI .482 211,4
WEST DrVISION
Heenan (Soon 4-5) at New York
WEST DIVISION
San Diego
46 31
(Good. 6-5),(n)
eV California
42 31
632 Au0.000
48 37
Cincinnati (Hume 3.7) at
538 4
ktkosesota
36 a
494 3
L.,,,. aNcese..
41
48
sice (pi
Philadelphia (Rainey 0-01,(11)
Chicago
47 40
• 441 4
Houston
38 41 .431 13t4
Chicago (Reuschel 44) at flan
Oakland
38 42
475 lie
c5.,,e5
.
4ts
ri 43
ow 9%
Diego (Dravecky 4-41, In)
Seattle
38
•4
4%
flan Franclaco 31 46
408
Pittsburgh
(McWIlliame 4-4) at
14
KM,.Clt
$4 40
AM sin
Saturday's Orme
Loa Angel.)Pen. 3-41, In)
Texas
N 46 )418 7%
Atlanta at New York. ppd.. rain
Only ram..
46 .
Saterdwf$Ganes
0 144
San Franc..7, Pittabiugh 5
Tuesdell Groom
Toronto a Oakland 1
Cincinnati 4, Montreal 1
St. Louie at So., Francis.
Kane.City 6. New York 2
Houston 7, Philadelphia 0
Houton at New York. in 1
Seattle 2, Boehm 1
St. Louie 4, San Diego 1
CInctruuti at Philadelphia, in )
Texas 2. Cleve.. 1
Chicago 14, Los Angeles 4
Montreal at Atlanta, to)
Detroit 4. Minnesota 3
Sunday's Gneiss
Chl.go at San Die(o, in )
<26)00‘64-86=0120804,44*TOW
New Tait 3. Atlanta 1, 1st Ogee
Plitabordn at Ine 4
.84414
.
1. In)
S.
es..5149-- II 7 s.,E.,- Isi. c.***--s- -s- -,.**--Nes ,,,t•-• 0,Detroit0
'
ww
- ww '
•
T.
Cleveland IS, Texas I
Seattle 1, Boston 0
EV ANSVELLE , Ind. (AP) Baltimore I. Chicago 3
Nest 2A
Surtiniariese of Sunday's Thunder on
Califontia 7, Milwaukee. 8
1, Squire Shop. ca.see. 2. Ex
the Ohio for isollonited hydropLanes. ecutone. 106.191. 3.
Kure City a Neer York 0
American
listing boat. average speed In mph, Speedy Printing, 86.909
Alondart amen
4. Rehm
and drtver (DNS-Did not Mart. The, 79.146.
California
()
Witt 7.7 at TOronto
ONE- Dtd not finial').
(Clancy 6-8)
.
Neat 28
. ...
Neat IA
,
1.
Kane. City 1 Gura 6-4 and Jon.
Kin Flenault. 110704. 2. Wm
...
1. Squire Shop. 115.336, IdMiney
0-0) at elsr•land i Heaton 6.4 and
NoTiennir, 44447. 3. RieleY'• EARemind_ 3. Mi. Renault. itneas, Pre.. Wars.
Smith On ), 2. i to )
Chet'. Mon.. ON?.
Milner
Irvin.
Seen.(Moore 3-6 and Stoddard
I. Executors*, Ilene,
Consolation
chorr,4 Joh.
.
4 5. 4, (,,,,.. ht,..d,,
14) at Milwaukee I Sutton 5-7 and
1. Atlas Vain Urns, 117.796. 2,
mem, Todd Taming 5. rub.. Rah. Tir,.
Porter 64). 2. )t-n)
80 775. Chet's Munk,
Tire, 96.833, Jeny Hopp.
Oakland (McCatty 6-41 at Boston
DNF
145.4 15
(Clarliene LI).(o)
I. Miss Budweieer. 10496. It,,,Championship
Detroit (Romania 4-01 at Chlcago
Kropleid. 2. American Speedy Prin.
lElannieter 4-41,(e)
1, MU. Budweiser. 118.796 2,
tins. 159.026. Ron Snyder, 3.
New York (Itasmuren 14) at
Squire Shop, 116.118. 3, Miss
Rialeyk Express. 99.868. Stott
Than. t Darwin 11-4), In I
Renault, 112.3. 4. Executone. 100.36.
Pierce. Atlas Van Lines, Crap
Baltimore (McGregor 94) at
Rialey's Emirs. ONT. Amen..
Hammer. DNS.
Minneeota 'Butcher 140. On
Speedy Printing, ONE
Tuesday's Oases
Ks.ruy Ctty at(leveland_ (ii)
Oakland et Boston, In)
PLUM..at Toronto,(n)
Detroit Al Chicago. (n)
Seattle at Milirmikee, (n I
WIMBLEDON,
Non York at Texas,(n)
McEnroe
will face
Be/Moore at lEhmseota. 01)
England (AI') - John Bill Scanlon, seeded

-

Virgie,
Both

Michael

Denhart

'

teams

somewhat
with

were

lackluster

Tennessee fumbl-

ing the ball three times
nteriors

and losing it twice and

rd after

Kentucky

Mickey

two

Knight

-Once.

without

fumbling

it

times and losing it

' But neither team was
able to take advantage

paugh's

of

run inn-

tucky

was

id ACT,

score

despite

five-hit

rr and a

mistakes. Ken-

the

unable

248 yards to Tennessee's
148 in offense.
Kentucky

rith two

ley and

to

totaling

Mark

standout

Higgs,

Owensboro,

led

of
all

rushers with 109 yards
t will be

in 20 carries, Tennessee

High

School

in

1 to 2-0

Nashville, with 57 yards

n Little

in 11 carries.

n and a

Tennessee's

scoring

yards

tey the

drive covered 73

toth got

in 16 plays in 6:27.
In the second quarter,

h hit a

ifurray

Kentucky drove deep in-

t teams

to

3's

from

Tennessee

territory

following a 14-yard
Ag

'itched
run on

James

pass

Sass

of

Louisville St. Xavier to
Martin Pennington of
Corbin.

Tie run

Higgs and Neil Fatkin

ad Oil,

of North Hardin combin-

trance,

to edge Kentucky to the
9-yard line. That set up

ed for some short runs

the

first

field

goal

Attendence

was

attempt.

olf

14,216.

Lowest Price Ever on Our Best Cordless
Telephone
ET-330 by Radio Shack

Security Code With Up to
10,000 Possible Combinations
get 2-number auto-dialing
memory and lest-number touch redial.
Tone sounds when you near the handset's range limit. FCC registered.
#43-267 Nob fa coin Or plittrens use.
44% off! You

Hunt'mating

.•706002110*

Sensational Die-Cast Speaker
Minimus6-7 by Realistic

Reg. 49.95 Each
Lowest price yet
on one of our most

popular speakers!
Only 7 high, yet
delivers amazing
sound. Black,
#40-2030. Silver,
#40-2034

Wimbledon Tennis

was led offensively by
Keith Davis, of Overton

753-8355

Major League Baseball

nual Kentucky Tennessee High School

s of the

wholhaek

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

ier. Jon

id

McEnroe, the

USFL Playoff

ding

.

defen-

routed Wally Masur of

USFL Pigpen dame
AJ Time EDT
omen Playoffs
SebodefsOwnw•
Eastern Cankrence
Philadelphia 36, New Jere.7
Western Opierencs
Los Angeles 27. ILIchlgan 21,507
Sunday's Eimess
Emden.Conlemece
Birmingham 94. Tampa Hay 17
Western Conference
Arians 17 Houeton 16
Ondenencs Championships
Seturdel, eite 7
In• Angeles at Arlaona. 3 tO p rn
Sank". My*
Blrm Ingham at Philadelphia,
2 80 p m
USN.Chmernmship
Serday. Ale 15
At Tampa FM
FAA.. Conforimre champion
vs. Western Conference champion,
op...

No. 14, on Monday.

men's champion.

In

the

women's

singles, No. 10 Jo Dune

Australia 6-0, 6-4, 6-3,

of Britain reached the

Saturday to advance ill-

last 16 with a straight-

to the final 16 at the

set win over American

Wimbledon

tennis

championships.

qualifier

Kim

Steinmetz.

AM/FM Stereo Receiver
With Headphones
STEREO-MATEe by Realisbc

Cut 2288
34% Reg. Separate
Items 34.90

Auto Racing
EAST

RUTHER-

In another race, Chip

FORD, N.J. (AP) Mario Andretti breezed

Robinson jumped into
the lead early and ran

to a 51.7-second victory

off to an easy victory

Sunday

over

over

Sullivan
augural
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I
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in the
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Dobson
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Volkswagen Super Vee
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Meadowlands.

auto race.

AM/FM Cassette Recorder
SCR 10 by Realistic

round,
and a

MB.

7ways tosave on you
electric bill.FREE.

Reg. 289.95
USE Mtn

With Matching 15*-High Speakers
Space-saving "tower" design. Record cassettes from radio or 2-speed changer. 10LED level meter, Auto-Magie FM tuning,
aux input. #13-1213

One-Hander® Mobile CB Radio
TRC-429 by Realistic"

Save *40
9995
Reg. 139.95

All controls are in the handset-channel selector, LED display, volume, squelch and
speaker/mike-so you can keep your eyes
on the road. #21-1536

16-Number Memory-Dialer
DUOFONE*-100 by Radio Shack

Save *80 40% Off
9995
29957
9.95
1.

753-8355

Universal Dialing
For Tone or
Rotary Dial Lines

by

ng into

2100 Off
18995

B o s c h -

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

AM/FM Stereo Phono/Caseette

Clannette-108 by Resift

rain-soaked

Grand
h

Receiver clips to your belt and
has dual volume controls,
AFC-FM, carry case and
shoulder strap. Headset
weighs only two ounces.
#12-114/#33-1000 8431194.6 extra

our-day

ling
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Stallions, Wranglers, Stars, Express become USFL final four

nee

the
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2-Way Speekers
Powerful sound to go! Records off-the-air or
live performances. AC/battery operation.
014-780 Battens.*Ora

Instant dialing of often-called or emergency
numbers. LED indicator for memory and
dialing. FCC registered. #43-279
bechup bimensa extra Not los 00.

OwN4ind IRO

Videotape Sale-Stock Up Now
Ask us for a free copy of Flow to Soya on You Electric Baia The booklet
gives you 97 ways to save electricity without giving up comfort flfiG

By Microntse

for

Cut
20%

on-

1985

oonveinionce

And most of the energy-saving measures will coro
you absolutely nothing

SUPERTAPE* by Rada Shack

VHS T-120 or

26%

Beta L-750

Reg. 24.95
24:hoUr.filierrn. Frtiorescent display with
auto dimmer turns off when ignition is off
Fast/slow time-set buttons. With mtg hardware. 063-834
Check Your Phone Book for theBSS Meek More or Dealer Nearest You
:11:010MIIII
ceases.serene Mark et CliCOM
DIVISION Or TARO* CORPORATION

PNCES APPLY AT IsAFITICOMONO STONES AND OEMENS

04401101 IT(MOST Srain)
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Erks Lovett's Mr. Parrish Mrs. Wilson's rites Sunday
The fuheral for Mrs. Jo, Rt. 2, Murray: one
rites Sunday dies; funeral Lois
C. Wilson was Sun- sister, Mrs. Velma
The funeral for Erks
day at 4- 30 p.m in the Myers, Rt. 8, Murray.
Lovett was Sunday at 4 rites today
chapel of Blalock Nine grandchildren

p.m. In the chapel ot
Linn-Vasseur Funeral
Home, Benton.
Officiating were the
Rev. John Sheppard and
the Rev. Walter H.
German.
Burial was in the
Palestine Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Lovett, 88, Rt. 5,
Benton, died Saturday
at 2:33 a.m, at the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
The deceased was a
retired grocer and a
veteran of World War I.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Stella Lovett;
one son, Billy Lovett,
Benton; one slater, Mrs.
Zera Jones, Gary, Ind.;
two grandchildren, Mrs.
Tina Tripp, Murray,
and Miss Julie Lovett,
Memphis, Tenn.; one
great-grandchild, Justin
Tripp, Murray.

Funeral held
for Mrs. Reed
Final rites for Mrs.
Ella E. Reed were Sunday at 2 p.m. In the
chapel of Lims-Vasseur
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Aubert Rose
and the Rev. Max
Anderson officiated.
Burial was in the Lyles
Cemetery in Marshall
County.
Mrs. Reed, 83, died
Saturday at 12:15 a.m.
at Lake Haven Health
Care Center, Benton.
She was a member of
the Vanzora Baptist
Church.
Survivors are two
sisters, Mrs. Ethel Jarvis and Mrs. Martha
Nelson, Benton; several
nieces and nephews.

Hog market

Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev Roy E
Gibson officiated. Mrs
Otto Erwin was
organist.
Pallbearers were
Randy Butterworth,
Richard Scott, Bryan
Scott, John Paul Butterworth, Paul Scott and
Wayne Flora.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Wilson, 71, 508
North Seventh St., Murray, died Friday at 4
p.m. at Baptist
Mr. Parrish was a Memorial Hospital,
retired pipe fitter with Memphis, Tenn.
Her husband, °lice C.
the B.F. Goodrich Co.,
Calvert City. He was a Wilson, died July 29,
member of the 1973. She was a member
Palestine United of First Baptist Church.
Born April 25, 1913, in
Methodist Church.
Calloway County, she
Born Oct. 11, 1913, in
was the daughter of the
Calloway County, he
late Wavel Islaupin and
was the son of the late
Hattie Mae Morton
George Parrish and
Maupin.
Ethel Ross Parrish.
Mrs. Wilson is survivSurvivors are two ed by two daughters,
sons, Bob Parrish and Mrs. John Paul (Olene)
his wife, Peggy, and Joe Butterworth, Indian
Rudolph and his wife, Harbor Beach, Fla., and
Jean, all of Rt. 1, Dex- Mrs. Paul (Patricia)
ter; his stepmother, Scott, Rt. 8. Murray;
Mrs. Mae Goodwin, one son, Johnny Harold
Murray.
Wilson and wife, Martha
Frank Parrish, 70, Rt.
1, Dexter, Palestine
Community, died Satur•
day at 7:26 p.m at the
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
He was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs.
Helen Puckett Parrish,
on Jan. 19, 1980; one
grandson, David
Rudolph, on April 4,
1982, one greatgranddaughter, Carrie
Beth Rudolph, on Nov
26, 1978.

Six surviving grandchildrgg are Ricky
Rudolph, Roger Parrish, Bonnie Burkeen,
Robby Parrish,
Theresea Howard and
Cindy Williams.
Six surviving greatgrandchildren are
'ryesha Parrish, Shane
Nance, Chris Burkeen,
Dainella Williams,
Amanda Rudolph and
Clint Burkeen.
The funeral is today at
2:30 p.m. in the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.

The Rev. Paul Bogard
regent State Market News Service
and the Rev. Don
Monday. July 2. ION
Keetucky Purchase Area Hog Market Faulkner are ofReport Includes $ Buying StatIons
Receipts Act HI Est NO Barrows ficiating. Music is by the
Oilla 50 higher Sow• steady I 00 Warren Singers.
lower
US 1.2 210-240 11).
156 00515 50
Pallbearers are
Nw. 55 75
VS 2 220.220 lb.
$54 20-0400 James Johnson, Rafe
US 2 210.205 lb.
551.513.66.00 Brooks, Homer
US 24 350-710 be.
*2030-60.50
Burkeen, Grover
Sows
US 1-2 270-360 b.
142 00-43 50 Lovett, Charles EdUS IS $00-450 bs
$42 50-44 00
US 14 400-200 Ds
144 30-4120 wards and Edward Lee.
US 1.3 500-660 iss
PIA 00-47 00
Burial wll follow in
ITS 2-3 3420-500 Iss
142 00-43 00
the Palestine Cemetery.
Boars 330-38

Mrs. Elkins'
funeral held
here Sunday
Final rites for Mrs.
Audra Elkins were Sunday at 3 p.m. In the
chapel of Blalock.
ColemanFuneral
Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
and the Rev. Randolph
Allen officiated. Music
was by Choir of Grace
Baptist Church with
Leland Peeler as director and Dwane Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers were
Ronnie Barnett, Randy
Barnett, Joe Pat Elkins,
Max McCuiston, Hubert
Barrow and David
Balentine.
Burial was in the Murray City.CerneterY.
Mrs. Elkins, 74,
5,
died Friday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

two stepgrandchildren
twogreat
grandchildren and two
stepgreat•
grandchildren also
survive.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy be made to the
Cancer Research Fund.
Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn

J.D. Jones'
funeral rites
conducted
Services for J.D.
Jones were today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. A.W.
Landis officiated
Pallbearers were
Dwight Jones, R.T.
Morris, Mike Morris,
Van Peak and Joe Lee
Peak
Burial was in the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Jones, 73, Sedalia,
formerly of Calloway
County, died Saturday
at 7:25 a.m. at his home.
A farmer, he was a
member of West Fork
Baptist Church in
Calloway County.
Born Oct. 25, 1910, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the-late
John Jones and Done
Phillips Jones.
Survivors are MAT
wife, Mrs. Atlanta Lipford Jones; one
daughter, Mrs. Glenda
Freeman, Mayfield;
one son, Jerrel Jones,
St. Charles, Mo.; one
sister, Mrs. Mary
Louise Carter, Graves
County; four grandchildren, Chuck
Breedlove, Sedalia,
Jeff, Gregg and Richard
Jones, all of St. Charles,
Mo.

Sale 8.99
an
d
11.
99
36% savings on
tops and shorts
for Juniors.

rt.t.

Take your pick from these summer classics that
will liven up any wardrobe. Choose from this
selection of button front woven tops and shorts
to match.
Orig.
Woven tops

$14

Shorts.

$19

Sale
8.99
11.99

1
•
11.25%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates
11.25%* Interest on 31/2 Year Certificates
11.00%* Interest on 21/2 Year Certificates

Sale 6.99

Gift Program
Extended indefinitely

Lincoln Federal Savings and Loon has
the program you have been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts...plus high
interest when you invest in our highearning certificates.
Get a free gift to enjoy now, plus your
money back later with full interest! All you
hove to do is open a Lincoln Federal 2'4, TA,
or 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
to your deposit, you'll receive o corresponding
free gift' . (See gift chart.)
The best port is that with a Lincoln
Federal Savings Certificate you're locking in a
guaranteed high rate for the long term. Not a
hod idea with rotes constantly changing.
To take advantage of this offer, stop in at
any of our conveniently located branches, or
complete the coupon and mail it to us.

Orig. 9.99. Men's stripe polo shirt of polyester/
cotton with chest pockets. Assorted stripes in
men's sizes.
Orig. 9.99. Canvas twill shorts Assorted solid
colors. Men's sizes.

SUPER RATES.. AND SUPER FREE GIFTS'
PLUS HIGH INTEREST!
31w 3, Vow 31, her
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Women's summer sandals.

UNCOLN

Orig. to $15. Just- preview of the
wide selection of great looking casual
and dress sandals available at This iow
price Choose from cork heels genuine leather
. uppers or mult[ banded beauties

Please allow 4 so 6 weeks for delwery Value of
rnerchordoe reportable for federal to. purpasen
ecierol regulations require sabsionhol wawa.,
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with Cost Cutter Savings on
all your picnic & party needs!

Potato
Chips
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and volunyance by
could not

Plf:)11

Coronet

Your Choice
Tissue
4 roll pack

D inventory
rcent from
rs that In• acres on
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Coke
71
/
2 0. Reg. or Unsalted
7 Ox. Bar-B-0 or Sour Cream
& Onion Lay's Brand
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Frying

OPEN REGULAR STORE HOURS

Milty Farms

45c

Split Broilers

13 Ounce Sandwich

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CON VENEINCE
L./ Li(../

Large Eggs
Market URN Grade'AK

Large Eggs d. 73c
...mims

Fresh Picnic

Hoctiay

Kroger Wrapped & Sliced

Assorted Flavors

Big 'IC Drinks

Pork

to

East,

Cheese Food
ornerricon

Roast

Erica

pound
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AMERICAN CEIEE SI

6
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Family Pak

Pork Steaks
!,‘•'
k
ir Hot -1- US.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

' ada
- -_., price
---, _,; .•

I

Slypi
!s
ks

$129
kromet

Kroger ice
Cream

Pimento Spread11

51.

Briquets
gallon

•-fs'`

Rib

USDA
CHOICE

Royal Oak

Steaks
Pound

61111111FED
IIEEFr $190

Ch

Bush's Showboat

breal

Pork'N Beans
$1159

U.S DL

10 POUND BAG... $2.69
20 POUND BAG ....s4.99

$398
111

Florida Yellow
Sweet
Corn
In The Husk

lilt or INN

Potato Salad it89
DELI DEPT
ITEM POLICV4ach of these items Is required to be read.
NY available in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this
ad. If we do run out of an advertised item, we will offer you your
choice of a comparable item, when available, or a reinchect which will
entitle you to purchase the athvertieed Item at the advertised price
within 30days. Only one vendor couPon will be sccePted Per item

$100
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ORDIN ANCE St NIREM sun
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE
PERIOD JULY 1, 1984 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1980, BY ESTIMATING REVENUES AND RESOURCES AND
APPROPRIATING FUNDS FOR THE OPERATION OF CITY GOVERNMENT:
WHEREAS. nil annual budget proposal has been presented to the Murray City Council and,
WHEREAS, the Murray City Council has reviewed such budget proposal and made the necessary
modifications.
ND‘t THEREFORE. BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY. AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION 1. THAT THE ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING JULY 1, 1984 AND
ENDING JUNE 30, 1985, IS HEREBY ADOPTED AS FOLLOWS:
Ma nil.
Fed.
Dept.
Resem e
Pa%ing
General
Cemetery
Rev.
Equip.
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Sharing
Fund
Resources
S308.256*
$106,000
$65 000
180.000
S96.000
$t 500
Fund Balance 7-01-84
Revenues
755.700
Property Taxes
290,000
Insurance Tax
243,900
Licenses & Permits
Surplus
5,000
Equipment Sale
576,000
Charges for Services
isw
5.000
9,500
Interest Earnings
cemetery
20.000
'Lots/ Interest
44,080
Central Garage
90,000
Intergov, Revenue
184,000
321,821
Fines And Fees
37,500
Resources k
330,256
155,000
417,821
Revenues
2,241,180
114,500
4,500
SECTION II THE TOTAL RESERVE FUND INCLUDES $66,256 OF FUNDS RECEIVED FROM EXCESS
HOSPITAL TAX COLLECTIONS AND THE INTEREST EARNED ON THAT AMOUNT ALONE WILL
REVERT TO THE POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND TO UNDERWRITE PARTIAL ACTUARIAL SOUNDNESS OF THAT FUND.
Federal
Paving
ResentCemetery
Rev.
Sa nit.
General
Fund
Appropriations
Fund
Sharing
Fund
Fund
Equip.
Administrative
S82.600
Executive
$216,050
Parks and
45,000
Recreation
Murray/Calloway
2,500
Senior Citizens
Planning/ .
Engineering
37.950
5,000
Animal Control_ _ _
15,844
120,206
Public Safety-Police
503,669
505,609
121,006
Public Safety-Fire
110,000
8,000
Public Works-Streets
215.655
Public Works651,580
4.500
Sanitation
Public WorksCemetery
10,000
28,000
110,000
0
$2,174,357
10,000
384,312
4,500
330,256
Fund Balance 7-01-85
66,832
104,500
33.509
0
45,000
155,000
330,256
12.241.180
114,500
417,821
SECTION III. THAT THE ATTACHED REVENUE PROJECTIONS AND DEPARTMENTAL EXPENDITURES ARE MADE A PART OF THIS ORDINANCE WHICH SHALL BE IN EFFECT AS OF JULY
1, 1984 AND SHALL NOT BE CHANGED EXCEPT BY ORDINANCE AMENDMENT.
ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL ON THE 21ST DAY OF JUNE 1984
ADOPTED BY THE-MURRAY CITY COUNCIL ON THE 28TH DAY OF JUNE 1984
Holmes Ellis. Mayor
Attest Jo Crass. City Clerk

ORDINANCE NO. 799
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 91: CEMETERIES
BY REPEALING SECTION 91.04 (II) AND ALLOCATING ACCUMULATED INTEREST AND/OR FUNDS DERIVED FROM
SALE OF CEMETERY LOTS TO THE CITY OF MURRAY
GENERAL FUND.
WHEREAS,The City of Murray Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund
was established in January, 1978 by the enactment of Ordinance
Number 654 for the purpose of accumulating funds to assure that
the City of Murray Cemetery would be forever maintained and
WHEREAS. Over 1100,000 now exists in the City of Murray
Perpetual Care Fund, the Mayor and Murray City Council has
determined that a portion of those funds and funds derived from
sale of cemetery lots be considered, on an annual basis, for appropriation for the care, improvements and/or expansion of the
Murray City Cemetery.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Murray City Council as
follows, to-wit:
Section I. Section 91.04, (H) is hereby repealed.
Section 11. The investments of the City of Murray Cemetery
Perpetual Care Fund are retained in trust to assure the continued
actuarial soundness of the fund to underwrite future maintenance,
improvements and/or land acquisition.
Section III. Funds received from sale of cemetery lots may be
Invested in the City of Murray Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund or
maybe appropriated annually for the maintenance, improvement
and/or land acquisition for the City of Murray Cemetery with the
determination to be made by the Mayor and the Murray City
Council.
Section IV. The interest accumulated in the City of Murray
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund is released for annual appropriations for maintenance, improvements and/or land acquisition in
amounts recommended by the Mayor an the Budget/Personnel
Committee and approved by the Murray City Council as specified
in the City of Murray General Fund Budget on a year to year basis.
Seriatim V. No expenditures or appropriations other than those
directly related to the maintenance, improvement and/or land acquisition of the City of Murray Cemetery may be made from funds
derived from sale of cemetery lots of from interest derived from
Investments in the City of Murray Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.
Section VI. All ordinances or portions of ordinances in conflict
with this ordinance are hereby repealed. In all other respects
Chapter 91: Cemeteries is here reaffirmed.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 21st day of June, 1984.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 28th day of June, 1984.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

INVITATION TO RID FOR
VIDEO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for Video Production Equipment for the Calloway County
School District until 1:30 p.m , Wednesday,
July 11. 1984
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education office
building. 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms UterThe envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder, and the date and time of bid opening
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities
in bidding.

2.Notice

2.NotIce

L.P. Gas
Now Available at

Murray
Bait Co.
Hwy. 94 East

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Henry wM be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., 'Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
°ids-Pont -Cad Buick

For Sale
1 to 154 bag mortar
mixer, gas powered.
also 283 Chevrolet
motor and transmission
both in good condition
Cell
after
3:30
759-1405,

564-3274
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Pool lareelles a Sen4ce
Pool
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The Sears' on
121 South will
begin selling
sweet corn on
Mon., July 2nd.
753-5249.

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Sherry Howell
436-5539

Welcome
Home Ray
and family.

studeata after berm& or
in the summer For

Fulton City Schools
Fulton, Ky 42041
15021 472-1553

Applications
shall be received through July
16th,

Reliable 23 year
old will babysit in
your home. Light
housecleaning.
Nights only. $2.00
per hour.
Call 753-8857
after 4:00 p.m.

6. Help Wanted
TRAIN IN
NUCLEAR POWER
Several openings for male
high school diploma or
college graduates
17 24 years old Excellent
training program with
bonuses upon completion
Good starting pay with
numerous benefits Good
math background •
bonen Most be willing to
relocate Call toil free MonElam 3pm,
Thur s .
1-800,238 5580
001i0f

PROCEEllr-MAIL! $75
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start I m mediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
53495.
RN needed for local
home care medical
company. Hospital experience a plus. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040C, Murray.

ELECTROLUX
needs
manager
trainees. If you qualify,
you
will
receive
$1,5000 per month for
3 months while In
school... $24,000 per
year after graduation.
Sales and management
experience helpful. 7
p.m.-9 p.m. only. Mori..
July 2nd, Tum., July
3rd. 443-8489.

AMBITOUS? Tired of
working for other
people? Our new health
and nutrition on,. less
than 4 yrs. in the
Industry, will exceed
500 million in sales this
year. Our top people
earn an excess of IA
million dollars annually. We are currently expanding Into the
West Ky. area. If you
are dissatified with
either your position or
Income, call me. We
provide complete training. Call Mr. Colyott,
753-5986 Ext. 110, 9a.m.Moo-Wed.Moo-Wed.
me or.
fared for sale at half
replacement cost. Serious inquiries call for
next day viewing appointment. No agent
please. 438-2333.

books. Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord
Ky 42076

Trust

Spouse
Abuse
1_ Hotline
...759-4050
-

VACANCY
High School
Principal
Interested and
qualified applicants write
or call:
Supt. Ron McAlister

MONEYMARINC

Call Now

1973 International 1 Ton
Truck
with
heavy
duty
suspension and
power take off.
Good condition.
Call between
8-5, 753-8500.

9. Situation Wanted
ItACEIER will tutor

available in your area
Call 1-(6191-5819-8304 for
info. 24 hr..

Avon
A Nemo TO., Can

Notice

FEDERAL, State an
Civil Service jobs now

Immediate income

Ft

• iIslt 11.01. • 51...M. •
41.140.1.

SWEET
CORN

Career
Opportunity

NOW OPEN!

D AND V POOLS

2.Notice

2

Full Size Brass
Finished Headboard. Also blue
and cinnamon
oriented rugs.
(1 -large
1-small)
435-4369 or
435-4354
After 6 p.m.

NEED a job and a
G.E.D.? We have six
openings this week. Call
us if you are: 1.
unemployed. 2. between
16 and 22 years old. 8.
willing to work. 4.
economically disadvantaged. S. No High
School Diploma or a
G.E.D. Call us • Out of
school youth - 751-9378
inthe mornings. We are

an 8.0.5.
REED someone to
clean house. After 7p.m.

ris3-5822.

TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

earn $250 to $500
weekly. 758-0282
anytime.

HELP WANTED
We have positions
available
for
mechanics welders.
Mectricians and elec
tronicsc
No is
perience necessary Full
pay while training
Must be 1 7 24 year old
high school diploma
graduate
Must
relocate Call toll tree
Mon Thurs, Sem 3 pin
1 800 238 6500

details call 763-7118.
WANT Job caring for
anyone hospitallned or
homebound. Have
transportation and references. 3 years exparlance. Willing to
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
Monday through Friday. Also will do house
cleaning Call 751-7129
anytime.

10. Ivanhoe

Onertuaity

1'a Ice Creiun Park;
for sale. Call 75$4804.
TIM Money In Sports!
Own your own sporting
goods business! Sport
Circle will show you the
way. Be affiliated with

a national franchise,
earn big profits, full or
part time! $2,900 gets
you started! Call collect
to B. Woods at (7171
4214910 or Sport Circle,
Inc., S. 8th St., Stroud,PA 13650
TN ERNATIONAL
Steel Building Manufacturer awarding
dealership in available
areas soon. Great profit
potential in an expanding industry. For application call WedgCor
(303) 7584200. Ext. 2406.
do to Illness.
Country store, well
stocked good business. 3
BR home attached. Call
3824479,

14. Want to Buy
WKATID do.car(
frame. 753-9928 after
WANTED
ANTED to buy. Hardwood timber. Call
753-0588.
WANT TO BUY: Metal
storage building. Phone
753-0131.

15. Articles for Sale
CHtf_..11-TARE, ex.
perienced teacher with
master's degree will
keep ages 24. $25 week
7534728.
safe -M-MT
ITEITYLT-"
with GoBese Capsules
and 8-yap "water
Mils" Holland Drug,

Sell-Out
Sale
John
Deere
26-30 Tractor,
spray rig, plow
and disks. 465
YZ and 650
Yamaha Road
Bike.
1982
Chevrolet 6.2
Diesel
truck.
1977 Porsche.
Clean-up shop
equipment. Case
combine.
437-4723 or
437-4577.
1x6 METAL building,
RCA color TV., bed,
triple dresser, recliner,
ottoman, sofa, chairs
753-8960. See 812 North
20th,
CARE Bears. 753-1967
COBRA Base Station,
Electric fireplace. Fruit
wood vanit . 759-1983._
driller, complete with
stand and drilling accessories. Call 436-2289
after IS .m.
IC
's Old Ar-

ne tt Tobacco Barn
print. Framed and
USED BUT NICE
New shipment of
small wood desks.
Wood and metal
desk, table, secretarial
and executive swivel
chairs, fling cabinets
blue print files, storage
adding
cabinets,
electric
machin•s.
typewriters

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302

16. Home Fwnishings
t12,

Oa Gold colored carpet, 12x12, 126. Full size
mattress and inner
springs with bedframe
and maple headboard,
SM. 7534185.
OVING must self
house full of furniture,
excellent condition
Reasonable. 482-8882.
roirrirri
two dreamers, night stand,
mattress and box springs.
desk, oak hall tree. Queen
sofa Weeper, couch with
matching love seat, 3 sets
of custom drapes, one
with matching bed
spread. Call 753-7901.

23, EttermlnatIng
Call Your
Local Professionals

753-0414
Murray's only Horn*
owned and operated
Pest Control Service.
Free Inspection end

Estimates

Ky

Farm I
It81 RAMEY
19

nt

Delon War multi.
power and live PTO
Gall 7534460.

35

24 Miscellaneous
11 HP. Snapper HI-Vac
Lawn Tractor with
vacuum bag and that
chiser. 7514508.

CHURCH pews for sale
Padded seats, 16 ft., 18
ft. Sell separately or as
•group, 18 ft. 753-5081.
CLEARANCE SALE.
'Fillers. S h.p. Briggs
and Stratton engines,
chain drive, $229 99
Wallin Hardware,
Paris,
LTSMMODORE 64, 12d
used games for sale
cheap. $5 to $10 each.
Will also trade. 901-2478799.
FOR Sale Upholstery
Machine, $500. Call
753-1367.
GOOD used riding
mowers, starting at
$250. Call 753-8201 or
come by Murray Rental
and Sales, 200 East
Main, Murray.
nrAvy cut hardwood
slabs. $4.00 bundle.
Morgan Lumber Co.,
Henry, Tn. Days
901-587-3109. Nights 9015874564.
UURRAY Satellite
Sales. Come by and
check out our equipment. Prices start at
$1,650 and up. All
equipment guaranteed.
1114 Poplar, 758-9263.
OAK
irewood,
$25/rick delivered. 7530211.
OAK and Hickory
firewood, $25/rick delivered. 436-2778.
and up. Call 753-2906 or
485-4343 or 4354319.
TRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we mil. Home: 9014420 2 9 5 OCtIce
901-642-5381, 315 Tyson
Ave., Paris Tenn
WATER Heaters. Electric, double heating
elements, round glass
lined tanks, 5 year
guarantee, 30 gal.,
$109.99; 40 gal. $119; 50
gal. $139.99. Wallin
Flardware.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x15 WFTLECRAFT, I
BR, 1% bath-,
hwasher, unfurnished.
63,500. Call 758-4885.
1977 14x63 EXTRA nice
2 BR trailer. Located in
Fox Meadows Trailer
Ct. Completely set up
wiunderpinning,
awnings and central
heat and air. 759-1963.

28. Mobile Homes kw Rent
2 RR, fully 6rnlarl.d,
central air, carpeted,
new furniture. Call
755-5200. Shady Oaks,
1 BR trailer.
$150/month. 7594419.
29. Healing and Cooling

Sate Used Air Conditioners 34.000 BTU
to
5,000
BTU.
Guaranteed. VVe clean
end repair them!
DILL'S ELECTRIC
753-9104
For

FIREPLAeE
38". 4374509.

Ulmer

30. Business Rentals

matted. 7534699.

UREEN carpet,

10 Sewing Machines
riONDA 400 Eli
Generator $350. Stager
Shop, 1111-118211, Murray,

Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
31. Want to Rent

WITH 757171-17-buy,
modest 2 BR house in or
near Murray. P.O. Box
2228, Puryear, Tn.

32. Apts lor Rent

rxm-Firrwm=.
and deposit required.
Adults only. No pets.
7M-9206.
I BR apt., central heat
end air, washer/dryer
hookup, near tJnlvers.
ity 758-3949.
1 R furnished apt. Clogs
to University. Call 71111.
8134.

1 BR furnished apt., I
block from campus,
1006 Miller. Water fin,
nished. $150. No pets:
Couples or singles. Call
753.5980 or 7534203.
I BR unfurnished apt,
with fireplace, appliances furnished.
Lease and deposit re.
quired. 436304.
1 BR apt. stove, re,
frigerator and water
furnished. *102. Call
753-0635.
1 BR duplex with carport on Stadium Vie*
Drive, central heat init
air, all appliances.
deposit re.
quired, no pets. Married
couples preferred. Call
7584799 after 5:10p.m.
1 BR furerMed-apt. 1
block from campus,
next door to Horton's

Lock Shop. $1110 month.
Water furnished. No
petit Singles or couples.
Call 7134410 or 7184101

4.1y.

TH
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PLAS$1F1ED ADVERTISEMENTS
32

Apts for

32

Rent

Apts for

Rent
33

2 BR unfurnished in LARGE 2 BR un•
Panorama Shores. Ap- furnished apt., gas heat.
pilaricies furnished, has air conditioned and
garage and utility appliances furnisned.
room No children or 701 N. 16th. No pets. Call
758-5960 or 751-1203
pets. 4362464.

141Llt 2

apt. No
central air with
pump References
&spent required
5390 690-9684.

NEW C-arpet, new

pets,
heat
and
Rent

paint, suitable for two.
partially furnished
. =pain. No pets
$175 monthly 753-8731

AUCTION SALE
Wood., July 4th. 10 a.m. At tho late
Gonna Lawrence Homo on 2nd et. In
Hardin, Ky./
1
2 block off of old Hwy.
441.
Mrs. Lawrence hod a large house filled with
nice furniture, appliances, gloss and chino and
collector items, nice 30" stove and refrigerator,
small appliances. Hidobed couch, lots of nice
odd chairs, rockers, 2 nice cherry bedroom
suites, poster half bed, T.V. Duncan Phyla dining room suite, china cabinet and cabinets filled with good glass and china, lots of cooking
utensils, cast iron items, lining, pictures, lamps,
iron bed, odd tools, lawn furniture, porch swing
and lots more.
For Information Call

Otto Chester's Auction Service
433-41211 Lynn

Grove, Ky.

Assistant to the President
Murray State University
Requirements include an earned doctorate, isicellent analytical skills and
writing ability, strong Interpersonal skills,
a willingness to remain flexible and work
within the University President's schedule,
high energy level. and experience with external publics. Applicants will be accepted
until July 23, 1984. Send to Office of the
President, Murray State University. Mur•
rely, Kentucky, 42071. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION
Rain or Shine
Wednesday July 4
at 10:00 a.m.
1 2 miles south of Murray's
2/
Holiday Inn on Highway 641
South.
60 acres more or less, good
titlabtq,-farm tird.'-ger
Terms: 10% do\Ain day of
sale, balance in 30 days
Owner: David Lamb
Auctioneer: Dan Miller
For more information or inspection of property call
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222
711 Main St.

6 we seeded ear new
lake Good bulking ease
Only 55,150 Financtnie
auallable
35 acres wen appro.
watery 600 WV OS was..

ROOMS for college
students. Boys or girls.
753-5641
ROOMS r rent I block
from University Call
753H13 or 750-9380

60 PIONEER'
CAR

Opened
Today
Down

370.00
3.50

8.32
.07

GOLD A SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS

OLYMPIC PLAZA

753 7113
We buy Gold
Dromon.ls
HOW,: 10-8 Doily 12 5 Sunday

Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 7534351/753-5352

TROUBLES
it's

with

we

niP5. plumbi
electric, then
vs the answer.

*my-Calloway
Comity Nospital

Aluminum
Service

753-5131

Co.

Police
911

, ....,
ir

41t1IT',41
"

yney
Chi
si
:
d

..

Call John Glover,
sued

with

2

years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

Calloway Comity
bun Semi

753-6952

Alromidows wad Vinyl
Sill*, Custom trim
great. Reforinuts.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753.0'.,-

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps
753-3445
762-4792

753-6614

RANDY
THORNTON
MATING AND AIR
••
IND INC.

TI.•••••••11111••••••awe aerrear glair lee men wad IMF
glow is lararory and Oalaraway
Careemety
Claaerre.

753-S1SI

Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use our convent
service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment
COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vihra Steam or

Control

Upholstery Cleaning

Court Square

753-58R7

E1177 DAYSUN, 2005X,
white, cloth interior,
automatic, air,. $1600.
Call 753-6266.
1978 BONNEVILLE
Broughm, burgandy
velvet interior, Pioneer
stereo, all power,
loaded with all the
extras. Super clean and
extra nice. 753-0625.
1978 FORD 6, exceilenf
condition, good tires.
power and air, 53.x.tor
miles, $2,400 or best
otter. 755-8821.
1978 LINCOLN Con tinenal, loaded, last
year for the full size
model, excellent condition. 753-2649, 753-1914.
1979 Buick
Park
Avenue. $5,900. 1977
Monte Carlo. $2,750.
Both 1 owner 753-9414
1979 FIREBIRD white,
new white leather
radial tires, excellent
condition. $4,000. Call
474-8045
1981 CUTLASS
Supreme, silver with
blue top. $6.300. Call
753-8555.
1982 MUSTANG, p.s.,
p.b.. AM/FM cassette.
753-3448 Alter 6p m.
50

Reson Craft Jet
Boat, 427 engine, tan
de m trailer, $3,500
437-4435 after 3p m
Is FT. houseboat, old
but good Any reason&
ble offer considered
We're reedy to sell. Stop
at Cypress Bay Marina
901 712•1442 after 6p.m.
19 FI Lightning Sail
Boat
No
7 295
Wooden hull Wooden
mast Includes all sails
trailer
Cover
753 4623
436 2155 after

753-7588

door. 238 6 cyl . new
tires, 60,xxx actual
miles, drives and looks
great, original condition
classic. $3,900 Call
753-1575,
1943 INTERNATIONAL
% ton, steel flat bed,
excellent condition 49611966.
1974 TOYOTA Land
Cruiser, 4 wheel drive,
new motor, new radial
tires Call SLIM 7518933 or after 5 437-4817
19811 EL CAMINO. like
new. 11.x:4x Mlles. loaded

On111111-21171.
le ev. anasta camper
436,5011..
1973 22 FT. tTass A
motor home, self contained. ac.. generator.
47,xxx Mlles. Dodge
Chassis. 7394503.
52. Bests-Motors
1977 15 FT. Mart Twain.
V.II, I/0, Tr -huh,

nnn ns-olgs after $40 m

1

or

6p

Services Offered
APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmore.
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S 5th St.
53.

755-4872, 753-8886

(home).
APPLIANCE repair
work all brands.
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-8966.
Earl Lovett.
USTOM Bushhogging.
Call 474-8091,
ELECTRICAL and
Plumbing, over 30 years
experience guaranteed.
Free estimates on request Call anytime,
436-2218.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-68/3,
U 474-2776.

53. SINVICas (Meted

HOUSES and offic•s
cleaned expertly by
mature, experienced
cleaners References
7654646 before II 30 or
rs.qaprah
after In

ceiling tans electrical.
plumbing, fencing You
name it, I do It. You
buy, I install You
break. I fix Call 438-

BaHey's
Carpet
Cleaning
NIT Mooney) McKinney Appliance 11117144,1 , 759-1983

All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Ap.
pliances I Located at
George Bodge and Son
Used Furniture Store
753-8605 or 492-8704

•Machine sprayed
•Free Estimates
Contact
Larry Dunn
753-6224
Day Of Night
NEED work on your
trees' Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338

15 Years

2538

JOINER'S Tree Ser.
vice 30 years experience Also bucket
truck for hire Call
75S-01IM
ROOTING, Hot Work,
Shingles, All Kinds. Call
for tree estimate 5023264984.
LAWN Rower and tiller
repair. 8 Mika south on
721. See Wayne and Kim
Wilson 756-3090
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition. gas
installation and repair
Phone 733-n08
MASONARY Work,
brick, block and stucco,
foundation repair. No
job too big or too small
Call 901-243-4104 ask for
Danny. Free estimates

PARKING
LOT
STRIPING

ROOFING!

53. Services Offered
°DP lot specialist.

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For ell your
out bolding needs

Aluminum and Vinyl
aiding and Aluminum

Wen for all houses It
stops painting
Jack Glover
753-1873
•*.e.;.

qlho.

cv'ET

.,;;;;

BASEMENT We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2. Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026
WTLL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, fill ,and.
Call Roger Hudson.
756-4648 or 753-6753.
haul anything
that we can get on our
truck
Clean
basements. Pull old
cars away. Paint anything. Haul garage in
county Free estimates.
7534034 between 1p.m.9p.m.

wyn-

Norm Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
sidem. Custom trim work.
References. Cal Will Ed
7510619.

759-1099
Corner of industrial Rd.

•'DELL'3- Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service
Cleaned and repaired.
li
f
280. 753-7275.
55 Feed and Seed
TING, interior
and exterior. By the Job
11 Bushel Forrest.
or by the hour. References by request.
8 bushel Franklin
Call 437-4221 or 437-4634.
seed bean. $10
TREEWORK, complete
bushel.
removal, topping or
trimming
ExCall 492-8747
perienced. Reasonable
before 9:30
rates. 753-0211.

Ifiv

Experience
References
Free Estimate

436-2999

le••••••••••••••••••••41,
•
•
AS
•
ft

Greg's Vinyl Tops
Located on Center Dr. Behind
Boston Tea Party, 641 North
We carry 30 different colors in
padded, full and half vinyl tops.

•
•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•
is
•

OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

0

504.13 W000 CABINETS a RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bech • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE a

We can repair your half damaged
vinyl top.

FURNITURE RIEFINetellal0
•comeemms micas
• Oertg ay IL Soo
0Oar 011apeny

GREG AND RIDA WILLIAMS
OWNERS

•
•

•
•

753-5940

1212 Main Murray Ky

753-9841

FOR-WOOD- - • Vs,
GUARANTEED FOR

YEARS Get

3

WOLMANIZED
Residential
Lumber
•guaranteed
Lo writing
11;e1thceltiey

labeled
•noarlditiooal
charges

In the year 2010,

the lumber le a
new Wolmanized
wood deck will
still amender
warranty.

40
'
4

Treated Decking Lumber
Size

8'

10'

12'

14'

16'

2x4

1.97

2.42

3.10

3.59

4.67

2x6

3.04

3.60

4.98

5.67

7.72

28

4.05

5.07

5.88

7.74

8.85

44

4.16

6.27

7.20

Used Trucks

111181=811iay

51. Campers

(hick

Downtown
753-7199

Poison

Dry Cleaning.

53. SOF eICiall OD•1011

floats-Motors

ALPINE
.
.
from

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

If

solar some at Pan•
arama Shores, 3 BR and
sleeping It about 2,008
sq ft built in appliances, microwave, wisher
and dryer, central
vacuum. Avallable
1. No pets. 6460 month.
Call 766-5980 or 7594203.
)3415wner. I BR brick
garage, 1% bath. central heat/air, patio,
new paint and carpet.
Wiswell-Doran Rd.
area $42,500 753.12711.
L'OZY home on weak
Olive St. includes appliances and large landscaped yard, bricked
patio Call 753-3913 after

z

Dial-A-Service
911

52

B1E5L-rtrLL passive 19 Pr

•
•

Cornoltrnents of:

mmo
olorne
dams
R mom.
ai

Homes for Sale

frontage on Int/In late
Long blacktop road Son
taps IS, 19181 N•ar
34. Houses lw Rent
Chandler Pert and Haman
13R house in Hardin
cv
4374606
Gel 17 wooleral acres
1 BR newly decorated
nose late for only 56500
furnished house on
John Newbeuet
blacktop 8 miles from
Re& Estate
Murray Couple or with
753-7531
1 young child. No pets.
$250 month. Deposit
Real
1
11R
Service In
and references reReal Estate, Contact
?,r;si
tuir ,u{
d. 481•2118.
Kopperud Realty, 711
ISHED SBH Main We work
at your
house for S college grim
convenience Phone 768near MU.7E54974.
;OR Full Time Heal
Estate Service, contact
ROUSE for rent in
Kopperud Realty. 753Hardin. 759.1417.
STROUT
'222. We currently have
REALTY
VISRY nice 2 BR =over 180 properties for
furnished home at
sale
Lou Am Plelpot 753-1843
Panorama Shores.
riEEERME1 house in
Wayne Moon 753-5016
$200/rent. Deposit reKy. Lake. Priced reJoe L. Kennon 436-5676
quired. Married couples
1112 Coldwater Road
asonable, Call 75157578.
preferred. 436-2766.
Musty, Kentudiy 42071
NEW Cbncord, 3 BR, 3
(15021 753-0186
acres, excellent condiA37. Livestock-Supplies
tion, aluminum siding,
305 L. KENNON
all appliances, garage,
1..tEGV2TErt
a uroc
Welter
large workshop, shed.
Boars and Gilts Also
Licensed & Bonded
Come see make offer.
cross bred feeder pigs
Call 436-2181
for sale. For more
information call 759Motorcycles
47
1330 after 8:30o.m
44.Lots for Sale
1976 HONDA 786, fairADJMNING Iota In ing, saddle bags, cruise,
Sherwood Forrest 753. pegs, crash bar, back
38. Pets -Supplies
29e7.
rest. 8600 miles, adult
8 VHS old Cock--a-Poo AURORA one to 16 owned, $1,150. Call 435puppies Have been acres wooded Kentucky 4522.
wormed. 753-0747.
Lake area, from $3,996, 1078 HONDA Goldwing
ARC Austrian Cattle nothing down, from $39 1000, fully dressed.
Dog puppy and adulta. month, for home, Cycle sound, floor
Champion parents. Dad mobile home, free in- boards, 26,000 miles.
shown on "People formation phone Mr
Call 783-7989 after 5p.m.
Beat" Show and work- Shell 1-800-621-4998
1980 650 YAMAHA
ing. Free comformation 03113-for sale. 5
-1-0 Special 5,xxx miles.
and obedience training. and 013, Lakeway Shores 8902. 783-0457.
Mary Adelman, subdivision. Reduced "
436-2858.
Call 1615-791-0262
48 Auto Services
CHIHUAHUA puppies,
CAR Batteries, 24
ARC male and female. 46, Homes for Sale
series, 36 month
Also 11 month female 2 BR house, bath,
utility. 14 mile from guarantee, $27.99; 60
Pit Bull. 901-782-3268.
month guarantee,
15.7="‘
-iir
---ice,
air lake. Priced to sell_
27 series, 36
condition room, day and $12,000. 436-2E87.
month guarantee,
evening, no jerking 1 BR house on large lof $32.09; 60 month
igigedowntown, large guarantee,
training, humane and
$39.09.
room. Reduced Wallin
affection, home or
Hardware,
show. Mary Adelman. to $16,500. Call 758-5477.
Paris, TN.
436-2858.
3 BR, 2 bath mobile GOOD Reconditioned
RAVE your dog home home on S beautiful and Auto Batteries,
protection and guard secluded acres near guaranteed! $15
extrained. Boarding and Kentucky Lake. Owner change. Call 753-3711.
grooming by pro. leaving state and must
fessionals. Air con- sell. Reduced to $18,000 49. Used Cars
ditioned facility. Call 502- Phone Kopperud
1065 MUSTANG, 753Realty, 7531222.
436-2858.
2247.
ICOTTISH Terrier 3 BR, Brick home, 1967 JAGUAR MIT
formal
dining room and
puppies. 6 weeks old.
Coupe, rebuilt engine,
AKC Registered. Call living room, 2 baths. new tires,
excellent
den, kitchen, double car
382-2731.
garage, central heat condition. 35,000. Phone
753-6323
after
5p.m.
and air, woodburning
4 0 . Produce
stove, assumable loan. 1972 MONTE Nrlo, 350
!'OR Sale large tame Located 3 blocks from motor. good condition,
plums. Contact me for University on dead end trans. and body, needs
rummer and fall apples. street. Priced to sell In work. 759-4471.
753:4725-. FlOka mid MD's. Call 7304426 1973 FORD Maverick
McKenzie
Grabber, one owner,
after Sp.m.
p.a., air, automatic
transmission. Call 7535459.
1974 LTD Country
STEREO gis god,
Squire Station Wagen.
See at 522 S. 7th or call
7534285.
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
1974 PLYMOUTH
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
Satellite in real good
running shape, $375.
Call 474-2321.
1076 DATSUN Wagen
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
B610, automatic, air,
AM/FM cassette,
Gold
Silver
cruise,
excellent mileClosed
Closed
age. 52,xxx actual
Yesterday 373.50
Yesterday
8 39
miles. 759.9684 after

Opened
Today
Down

753-1222

46

43. Reel Estate

Rooms for Rent

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY
CORNER INDUSNIAL DRIVE
AND CHESTNUT
Phone 759-1099

Murray, Ky.
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Lawmaker pleased with contracts plan

016-

FRANKFORT, Ky
AP — Rep. Bob Jones
and his colleagues on
the Personal Service
Contract Review Subcommittee have been on
the forefront to right
waste and abuse in state
government since the
panel was formed in
1978.
••Its always
something that gubernatorial candidates.
Democrat or
Republican, run on —
how they will do away
with abuses in the
system or get rid of the
system entirely,"
Jones, a Crestwood
Democrat, said in a recent interview.
"(Former Gov. John
Y. Brown, in the beginning of his term, was
very strong on abiding
by our guidelines
toward personal service
contracts," Jones said.
"But he was weak
.,toward the end."

Jones said he doesn't
want to get his hopes too
high, but he's heartened
by Gov Martha Layne
Collins's recent order
that all state agencies
abide by the subcom
rnittee's guidelines
At a news conference
a few weeks age Mrs
Collins said, "If a contractor can't work
within the rate
schedule, then they
can't do business with
the state of Kentucky."
According to Jones,
the idea of eliminating
the process of awarding
the contracts won't
work.
"You can't run state
government without
personal service contracts," he said
Elimination of the
system would mean the
state would have to hire
full-time specialists —
lawyers, architects,
engineers, doctors,
among others — for

short-term projects
But Jones said the
state also cannot afford
to hire professionals in
the private sectors at
exhorbitant rates.
Since January 1982,
the subcommittee has
had guidelines for the
maximum rate that
should be paid to professionals under contract
with the state. But the
rates are not set in
statute, or even in administrative regula-

bons. And the secretary
of finance need only
declare an emergency
to approve a contract
for rates higher than
those in the guidelines.
despite subcommittee
objection.
Jones said the
guidelines should never
be made too formal
because there is always
the chance klawsuit involving the state will require the services of an
attorney who will want

t

Located on Goner Drive Deirind
Boston Tee Petty 641 North

more than the $75 hourly his colleagues in the
rate recommended for Legislature who are atpartners or principles in torneys showed that,
"competent, top quality
law firms.
Mrs. Collins also said legal assistance" can be
all contracts will be found for $75 an hour.
awarded only on the Lawyers who work by
basis of competition and themselves can expect
that their use will be cut to receive $40 an hour
after the state develops for state work
a skills register of cur"I'm not going to
rent employees who
anybody to
could perform some of single out
rocks at because
the tasks currently throw
everybody was doing
covered by contract.
Jones said a survey of it," Jones said

We carry in stock 30
different colors in padded,
full and half vinyl tops.
We can repair or
replace your hall,
damaged vinyl topi
Greg & lido
Williams
Owners

753-9641

Five die in accidents
Five people died during the weekend in traffic accidents, raising
the Kentucky driving
toll to 336 for the year,
compared to 363 through
July 1, 1983, state police
said.
Mary Olive Webb, 48,
of Chicago, was killed
when the car she was a
passenger in collided
with another vehiriz, on
U.S. 460 near Millard in
Pike County about 3:12
p.m. Sunday, state
police said.
Her husband, Cecil
Webb, and the vehicle's
driver. Bruce Mullins,
were taken to Pikeville
Methodist Hospital.
State police said the
accident occurred when
who was westbound, attempted a left
turn and collided with
an eastbound vehicle
driven by James Shiner
of Shelbiana.
Alfred Chandler, 28, of
Louisville was killed in
a Jefferson County accident at 8:28 p.m. Saturday, according to police.
Officers said

Chandler's motorcycle
struck a utility pole in
the 4000 block of Poplar
Level Road. Deputy
Coroner Lloyd
about 7 miles nor-Ch of
London, state police
said. The rig struck a
hole then veered off the
interstate into a rock
embankment, claiming
the life of the driver,
Carlos Knight, 42, of
Chesapeake, Ohio.
Officers said Knight
was thrown from the
cab of the truck.
At 9:20 p.m. Friday, a
car left U.S. 25 about 1.5
miles north of Corinth
and overturned. A
passenger, Paul King,
43, of Dry Ridge, was
killed.
A car-pickup truck
collision at 6:28 p.m.
Friday took the life of
Sammi Howard, 32, of
Four Acres. Ms.
Howard was the driver
of the car that collided
with the pickup at the intersection of U.S. 460
and Kentucky 30 in
Magoffin County.

HAIL SALE
BIG DISCOUNTS ON SLIGHTLY DAMAGED UNITS

216 UNITS DAMAGED BY HAIL
0"
stirs=

(70 New)(146 Used)

nig line GM Masa
ilesioe =Parts

•NEW CARS •NEW PICKUPS •NEW VANS
•USED CARS •USED TRUCKS
Cifilt:4-1VOI:1114:4-11eitifill:111-101401:Y011111111[11:
The insurance
Company Paid Us
Now The Savings
Are Passed On
To You!

1975 Corvette
Orange, Average

*7589
DWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

Our
Insurance
Loss
Is Your
Gain

$99 DOWN WITH APPROVED CREDIT
•GM WARRANTY & CAR SERVICE REMAIN
INTACT
•INSPECT ALL DENTS THAT YOU CAN FIND

(Some Dents Will Pop Out When The Hot Summer Sun Hits)

The 10th of each swath is vely leapertast date to
your newspaper carrier. Veer carrier met receive
your psyment by the lath of the meant is order to pay
their bill
You see. these carriers are indeptederit Waimea
men and women They buy their pipers front se it
wtiolesale cast and sail thew le you at the retail
delivery rate Whets you deal pay awn by the IOW.
they have to dig down MN leer owe pectets to maks
.91k.Inference
Phase prr yew earner promptly before the lati of
sash swath. They depose oo yea to write their pre
darts
Callactlea tame can be an iscea......,,we tor you we
yew owls,
hw -mad by mail is a ample way to avoid swan
easel WOW the riplit dew and you sesta the
bother of ussitbly celledises.

•NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE REFUSED
WE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 8 PM DURING
THIS SALE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
OPEN JULY 4TH

am*

tvgihay Ledger & Times
6

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC.

U.S. 641 S.

MURRAY 753-2617
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KENTUCKY
.
.
TEN NUS!E
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PAP K

1
1
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1. Sfiap Shot
2. rlippens
3. Movie World
4. Western Sizzlin'
5. Birdsong Marina
6. Holiday inn
7. Wal-Mart
Z. Ha0111, noliday
9. Vacation Club

ti
VI a
IMP • •I•

a

10. WKMS
11. Country Place
12. D's Shirts
13. KOA
14. Ky. Lake Park System
15. Ky. Tenn. Insulation Pool
16. Country Crossroads
17. Ky. Owgks Mall
18. Village Barn

0 t:4

19. Aurora Oaks Unique Shop
20. Storey's
21. Pier 1
22. Fantastic Sams
23. Alcoa
24. Patties
26. Wonder Waters

Ca
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BOATING
28' Harris Flote Boat

$5,888 VL80

$7,995

Camplow It w/A Mtwcwry °weber&

Complete W/90 H.P. Outboard

• 1%4 IS' lianAsfl.ema
•Ihkelhahe Dekts• Aiml•am Brake
•Fen sod AI biome= owl
• Nine Rear am% pump .j.. mamma& talk
•Swor
aphilmmi
•Com,kw AO Imdanie

tilmohr

ramie=

•1mm/ft mod 1.44e14or 141.0
•Color ar-orliorl Emils merlon erpalos
•1 EXIMAM. GM Tont T14,
1•
•Upiebeared Cauftion
• AM/01d tam mi P.
WerY

01501
°‘....
'

15'4- VLBO *Metal Flake Deck •12 gal. tank
•Rear aerated livewell
w/timer 'bilge pump 'Bow panel *Drive on custom
color co-ordinated
trailer

_ 12 gol. bulk-1n
tank wadi now _13 ask hwtormpoWlwil imam
low4t
_ Rod sr mid locker
Bror Wad &mirk pasal
_ Rumba Nests
_ Straw mot batiwpipodl boa

(05614",faiii-

_ Whadalidal

_ Arwood Ow,ww11

IOS amp dosp-eyele Sufism babes hattery mod
Ira
___ Comb= oder oarialloontal Adm.= Omer
with 13^ $

6 995

$4,188

f

Allis WAN 1,60110 W/A 1984 90 HP
Outboard

It wis Moreory Outboard

-OUR BUSINESS IS YOUR PLEASURE'

•Complete arkb
•Full front and rear furniture
•Deluxe Top Running LOU
--- 7.4W •Ranee)
,au on,- ratty toned

oar'

a
113,11IZMITU ciN
•
Outdoorsmen of Kentucky Lake since 1961
!lc
Camden, TN
:14-aior
s. ,
z-u.14"‘-lith_‘
N„

Uniquely Qualified St Dedicated to the

,
•o.• •
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MARINA • COTTAGES • CAMPING

SAIL or SKI
KENT
UCKY
LAKE
WE RENT
RENT A

Sauger caught in record numbers
Its lantern-like eyes
and toothy grin qualify
it for little more than ugly duckling status, but
the sauger is a stubborn
fighter and one of the
best table fish that
comes out of Kentucky

CHRIS-CRAFT

SAIL BOATS

(16'.140 110

(16' to 34')

1r•1as I/O)

• SKI EQUIPMENT AVAILARE

* AU OUR SAIL BOATS
HAVE
AUXILIARY POWER
AND ARE
SELF-RIGHTING

The Country Place

PONTAOmON AND
FISHING

•Old Fashioned
•Ice Cream Parlor
•The Country Grill
•Gift Shop

• SAMOS ItSTRUCTIONS AVAIL.

362-8201 or 362-8206
KENTUCKY
LAKE
SAILS

— —
Hwy. 641 South
21
/
2 mi. South of Ky. Dam
Open 7 Days at 11 A.M.

Grand Rivers Yacht Harbor

ISAR INNITMEN

Lake and Lake Barkley.
Anglers are "turning
on" to it in numbers that
surprise only those who
haven't battled it to the
boat or served it up with
lemon wedges and hush
puppies.

4

spawn.

anima TO "WM OMEN TIN LAOS" ON INGOVIAT 4S3 (I1N MAU)

44

lxisedite.es

•

-

U.
=—3pm'
„„
••••
753-8214'
•• ••!
fad..
a

New Summer Hours...
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

•

•
It

Z40,

408 N. 12th

Xx.

Watkins
Distributor

'Barn
Murray. Ky.

FLIPPENS SPECTACULAR FOURTH JAMBOREE...
WE CARRY ALL YOUR 4TH OF JULY PICNIC NEEDS!

a

Vine Ripened

-1

I

We
Now
Carry

Tomatoes
Lettuce 55° Head 2/$
Fresh Sweet
Corn

25°

Milk
Eggs (Lynn Grove)

Ear

Pepsi Cola
Prodtibt,
Ice 75°

Watermelons
Y2 Or Whole

Bag

Canteloupes
eaches

- .0.

*25°

2 Qt Box

$A_25
—11"

Peek

June Apples $ 15°

•

faJ

Twenty years ago
area fishermen couldn't
Identify a sauger when
they caught one, according to Gary D. Jenkins,
a TVA fisheries
biologist headquartered
in the Land Between
The Lakes (LBL). It
was an accidental catch
and usually was thrown
back in.
Now sauger are being
pulled up in
"unbelievable
numbers," Jenkins
said. And with more and
more people learning to
fish specifically for
sauger, those figures
are sure to rise, Jenkins
said.
There is no closed
season on Kentucky
Lake or Lake Barkley,
Jenkins noted, and
that's a lucky break for
fishermen, since colder
months provide some of
the reservoirs' best
sauger fishing. Average
weights are usually
slightly higher in the
winter before the

*60°
201 Box

Bushoi
.

Anglers may also find
the wintertime sauger
flesh just a bit more to
their liking, Jenkins
said, because it is
somewhat firmer and
has a better taste.
Sauger are much
smaller than walleye, a
distant cousin. The
world record is an
8-pound 12-ounce
specimen from Lake
Sakakawea in North
Dakota. The world
record walleye weighed
25 pounds and was taken
from Old Hickory Lake
in Tennessee. Kentucky
and Barkley Lakes'
sauger average one to
two pounds.
Like walleye, sauger
are sensitive to light,
and as the sky
brightens, the fish
usually head for deeper
water. Their eyes are
colored with a lightgathering layer that
gives a glowing,
lantern-like appearance
and makes them
especially well-suited
for foraging in the
murky depths along
drop-offs and
breaklines.
Herein lies the key to
fishing for this delectable delicacy. Jenkins
said, knowing what to
.-.
—
look, especially ta
changing seasons,
enables anglers to fish
for sauger successfully.
Instead of trolling,
anglers drift along dropoffs or breaklines In
depths up to 40 feet
below the dams and
(Could in page 5)
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Sauger being caught in record numbers...
(Cont'd from page 4)
along the old river channel dropoffs in the
reservoirs.
The most popular lure

for drift-fishing is a
1-ounce football-head jig
with a leader of 1 to 1
inches (tied through the
eye of the jig or in the

LBL offers free camping
in many informal areas
There's no charge for
primitive camping in
the informal use areas,
and no reservations are
necessary. For a small
overnight fee at the
family campgrounds,
visitors have use of
athletic courts, sports
equipment, archery
ranges, hiking and biking trails, and one entertaining aspect that sets
LBL family campgrounds apart from
most others — recreational programs.
College students majoring in recreation con-

curve of the jig hook)
and attached to a No. 6
or No. 8 treble hook. A
medium minnow hooked
through the lips with the
jig hook and through the
tail with the treble hook
will compensate for the
sauger's shorter strike

at this time of the year.
Jenkins said
fishermen need to jig
the lure next to the bottom, since sauger are
usually found within a
foot or so of the bottom.
Jigging also helps guard
against hanging up on

underwater structures,
he said.
Wintertime fishermen
should take extra
precautions for personal
safety, Jenkins said,
since survival time in
icy waters is measured
In minutes.

For more information
on wintertime sauger
fishing or fishing the
Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley reservoirs, contact TVA,
Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231.

duct daily programs
throughout the summer.
These range from
nature hikes and arts
and crafts workshops to
square dances and
campfire sing-alongs.
The programs are
designed for a variety of
age groups and
sometimes can also include movies, softball
tournaments, parades,
and fishing seminars.
Camping at Hillman
Ferry and Piney family
campgrounds is on a
first-come-first-served
(Cont'd on page 6)

New Business
Opening The Week
of July 4

Aurora Oaks
Unique Shop

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING

354-8034
A
Hwy. 64
"Uniquo Gifts, Crafts and Collectibists"

Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 759-9347

• bININVISI.VIAVVVVIVialCialaiVii
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ik)

amt
1.87 For Developing Any •
Size Roll Plus

1

ti)
$41

PER
PRINT
(with this coupon):

44)

Try Our Plate Lunch
Choice of 1 Meat
3 Vegetables

.0)

$375

44)

NO LIMIT ON PRINTS

I

REGULAR PRICE 1.87 FOR
DEVELOPING ANY SIZE ROLL
AND 174 PER PRINT

I

Limit One Coupon Per Roll
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Free camping...
(Cont'd from page 5)
basis. Hillman, in the
northern end of LBL,
has 390 sites, many
located directly on Kentucky Lake. Piney, on
Kentucky Lake in the
southern end of LBL, is
doubling its number of
sites from 200 to 400.
Piney's fishing pier will
also appeal to avid
fishermen.
Rushing Creek closed
for three years, is
scheduled to reopen its
88 sites in May.
Campers should check
with LBL for more

_

information.
To ensure campers'
safety, Land Between
The Lakes is patrolled
24 hours a day by LBL
patrol officers.
Welcome stations are
located at LBL's three
major entrances to provide brochures and information on the many
activities throughout
LBL and the surrounding region. Persons
may also write TVA,
Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky, 42231, or call
(502) 924-5602.

\_

KAMPGROU ND

"We Will Have Christmas In July"

KOA

Fishing Guide Service
Swimming Pool, Recreation Room,
Adult Lounge, Pay Phone, Groceries,
Souvernirs, Laundry, Ice, Firewood,
Tables, Playground, Horseshoe Pits,
Sanitary Disposal Station, Shodedi
and Sunny Sites,

Aurora, KY. Ihry
502-474-2778

lais. betress lass Ulan asd lad

leaNs

We Have A
Large 48 Item
Salad bar With
8 Item Hot Bar;
Choice of 2
Soups Daily

GOLDEN POND, KY —
The American bison
were threatened with
extinction at the turn of
the 20th century when
only a few hundred were
still in existence. In
TVA's Land Between
the Lakes (LBL) approximately 50 buffalo
roam a 200-acre pasturo
near the former site of
Model, Tenn.

Buffalo preserved on LBL range
Buffalo once roamed
over most of the North
American continent
developing a population
that may have reached
as high as 70 million
animals. American
wildlife experts say probably no other continent
— not even Africa — has
ever produced a wild
game animal in such
great numbers.
By the turn of the 20th
century, however, only
a few hundred remained. Indiscriminate
shooting of the beasts
for pleasure and market
threatened the buffalo
with extinction.
Today the comeback
of the buffalo — or,
more correctly, the
American bison — is one
of the most succesful
conservation stories in
history. More than
75,000 animals now exist
in the United States and
Canada, small numbers
In comparison to the
historic herds but large

We Also Buy Al Non-Ferrous Metals
•Aluminum
•Copper
•Ihress

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9:30 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11-10:30 p.m.

enough to assure the
future well-being of the
species.
To show the public
how sound wildlife conservation practices can
protect a resource, the
Tennessee Valley
Authority manages a
herd of these mighty
beasts in Land Between
The Lakes (LBL),
TVA's national recreation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. Fortunately,
buffalo breed well in
captivity, and the existing herd is maintained at about 50. Since the
original 19 animals were
placed here 15 years
ago, TVA has removed
139 in thinning
operations.
The LBL buffalo came
from 'I heodore
Roosevelt National
Memorial Park near
Medora, North Dakota,
in 1989. While they may
vary in size and color
from other buffalo

•Loud
•Polmed &dings
•Radietoro
•Etc

across the continent, experts generally agree
that all American buffalo belong to the same
species, Bison bison.
The difference in appearance probably
results from environmental conditions.
The LBL buffalo
graze in a 200-acre fenced pasture in the
southern portion of the
170,000-acre LBL peninsula. They are extremely hardy and can survive with virtually no
protection from the
elements. They normally live from 15 to 20
years but can live up to
40.
Buffalo bulls often
grow to seven feet in
height and weigh 2,000
pounds or more. Cows
will average about 1,300
pounds. Although these
creatures appear slow
and cumbersome, they
are actually quick and
agile and can outrun a
horse. Those

Alcoa
Olio
Recycling

We Recycle
Aluminum In
Support Of

Buffalo produce a
high-quality lean meat
that is low in
cholesterol,
nonallergenic, and up to
25 percent richer in protein than beef. Since the
LBL herd must be thirined annually to provide
adequate pasture for the
remaining animals,
LBL Belli the meat to
the region's State part
restuarants while retaining a portion to
serve in the dining
facilities of its group
camps.
The buffalo in LBL
can be seen year-round.
Vehicle pulloffs are
located along the adjacent road (The Trace)
to give visitors easy
visual access to the
herd.

TURN YOUR
SCRAP INTO
PROFIT —
FOR THE
FIRST 10 DAY
OF JULY —

*Cleaner
Communities
•Schoob
'
Fund Raising
'Fraternities &
Organizations
Sororities •Ctium:. Groups
'Colleges
'
Band Organizations *Private Collectors*

We Are Located At
The Former Long
John SNvers —
Murray, Ky.

characteristics, combined with a usually
docile but unpredictable
nature, demand that the
buffalo be respected at
all times.

32°

Par Lb

11

OF ALUMINUM
CANS

EXPIRES JULY 10

litsie Line

Cal 498-8181
Of In Murray
753-9537

OM.
•
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Crappie, bass, bluegill, sauger and catfish in LBL waters

Say fall, and most
people's thoughts turn
to falling leaves, backto-school sales, and football games. Say fall in
the Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) area, and

fishermen "in the
know" head for waters
containing hefty crappie, bass, bluegill,
sauger, and catfish.
LBL, TVA's national
recreation area in

western Kentucky and
Tennessee, serves as a
main base for fishing
Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes, giant impoundments of the Tennessee
and Cumberland

Rivers. The generous
spring and summer output of crappie, bass,
bluegill, sauger, and
catfish on these lakes is
common knowledge.
But in the fall, when

warm -weather anglers
hang up their rods, the
fish get active.
The explanation is
simple. During the fall,
cooler air temperatures
result in cooler water

temperatures. As this
occurs, game fish move
into shallow water and
feed heavily to build
body fat to survive the
winter when food is
(Cont'd on page 10)

Smallmouth bass making gains in TVA reservoirs
The smallmouth bass,
a rarity in Kentucky
Lake until recently, is
apparently makinp
significant gains in this
TVA reservoir's bass
population
It may be Just a matter of time before the
smallmouth becomes as
common a catch as its
relative, the
largemouth, according
to Gary Jenkins, a
fisheries biologist at
TVA's Land Between
The Lakes (LBL).
Jenkins first noticed the
smallmouth in the Ten-

nessee portion of the
184-mile-long lake, but
reports of catches farther north are now
trickling in. Jenkins
estimates the
smallmouth has expanded its range to near
Kentucky Dam at
Gilbertsville, Kentucky.
Average Kentucky
Lake smallmouth weigh
one to two pounds, he
said, noting that one
tournament angler last
summer brought in a
limit of 10 bass, all
smallmouth, that Upped

the scales at nearly 30
pounds.
The expansion appears to have been
precipitated by changes
in the lake's environment, Jenkins said.
-"Just 5 to 10 years ago
the smallmouth was an
unusual catch in Kentucky Lake. But the lake
has apparently aged
enough to provide
habitat favorable to
smallmouth growth."
(Kentucky Lake was
impounded in 1944.)
Rocky habitat indirectly. draws

smalimouth, Jenkins
said, because it's prime
habitat for crayfish,
believed to be the No. 1
staple of the
smallmouth diet.
"Crayfish numbers are
up, and apparently,
smallmouth are moving
in to fill that niche
created by the expansion of the crayfish
population," Jenkins
said.
The expansion apparently isn't catching
on in neighboring Lake
Barkley, connected to

Homeplace cookbook features old styles
A 20th-century cook
walks into the kitchen,
flips on the light, and
switches a dial to
preheat the oven.
A 19-century cook
stood by the window for
light and heaped more
coals on the fire to heat
the oven.
Many of the conveniences taken for
granted today would
have amazed cooks in
the 1850s. The sunlight
was their electricity,
and the garden out back
was their grocery store.
At The Homeplace
1850, a living history
farm in TVA's Land Between The Lakes (LBL).
visitors during the noon
meal might wonder how
the cook produced,
without the luxury of a
modern kitchen, such
delectable items as
golden brown fried
chicken, mashed
potatoes, hot cornbread,
and sweet cider.
The answer can be
found In the newly
published Homeplace
cookbook, By The
Seasons: Cookery At
The Homeplace-111110.
Author Kathryn Fraser
says

the •

wt...

Ia..

recipes and no thermometers or clocks at
farms like the
Homeplace, so the cook
used her sixth sense to
combine ingredients,
and she controlled
temperature by how
close she put the food to
the fire

Ma,a character at the
Homeplace portrayed
by a TVA employee, will
tell you that the potatoes
were grown in the
fenced-in plot behind the
dogtrot cabin and were
peeled and mashed by
hand. The chicken had
to be chased down,
plucked, cleaned, and
cut into pieces before it
could be fried. The cornbread was baked in a
skillet in the wood stove,
and the cider was made
on the cider press with
apples from the orchard
out back.
While all of the By The
Seasons recipes have
been adapted to the conveniences of the modern
kitchen, the women of
the 19th century had to
learn to invent their own
"conveniences." Salt
and pepper were placed
in small gourds and
sprinkled on the food
with fingers, since there
were no shakers. A hog
slop bucket, whose contents were later fed to
the IL
-erveC
garbage disposal. Soft
soap was used for
dishwashing detergent,
and a cook's long apron
served as her potholder.
Measuring Moor as•
essential to today's
cook, but the 19thcentury cook had to
devise her own methods
of measurement. Butter
might be measured to
the size of a "duck egg,"
and recipes might call
for a "tea cup," a "coffee cup," or a "salt

Later, holding the churn
between her knees and
moving the dasher up
and down slowly, she
could churn butter in
about half an hour. The
final step would be to
knead the butter with a
wooden paddle. Stored
in the springhouse, It
would last for several
days.

Butter is almost
always included on today's grocery list, but in
the 18508 it had to be
made from milk fresh
from the cow. Butter
making usually fell to
one of the younger girls,
who would fill a churn
half full of milk and set
it aside to "clabber."

Kentucky Lake by a
free-flowing canal at the
lakes' northern points
and known to contain
fairly similar fish
populations. Jenkins
guesses that since
Barkley is a much
younger lake (impounded in 1986), it may still
be too unsettled to provide suitable habitat for
the smallmouth.
By late April or early
May the smalimouth
will be moving into the
shallower pea gravel
banks to spawn and
should be fished at depths of 5 to 10 feet,
Jenkins said. In the fall
the fish return to the
shallows and feed heavily in preparation for
winter.
Jenkins suggests that
fishermen try fishing In
10- to 25-foot depths on
main lake points in the
daytime or in shallower

water at night and in the
early morning, when
they're likely to be
feeding near the surface. Wintertime patterns are similar, but
the fish may be less likely to strike because of
their decreased
metabolism, and lures
should be fished more
slowly.
Good lures to use are
deep-diving crayfish or
red-colored crank baits,
topwater lures, a jigand-frog combination,
or three- to four-inch
plastic grubs in white,
amber, or smoke colors.
Light line is a must,
since most of the fishing
will be done in clear
water, Jenkins said.
For more information, write TVA, Land
Between The Lakes,
Fisheries Management,
Golden Pond, Kentucy
42231.

We'reVacation
Specialists
.4:

•

SHIRTS
S

THINGS

!
• Ai.,

1411'tsei.41 ,1 414
• ,

-Am*

"KY. LAKE SHIRTS"
OUR SPECIALITY
Variety of Transfers & Letters Thai
You Won't Believe!
Over 20 Shirt Styles!
Sharp Swim wear For Everyone!
Sandak Sandals — A Shoe For All
Reasons!
A irh

ch

P.a..—

Towels,

Lice,,;,.

Plates, Shirts, Caps & Visors.
Shorts, Thongs, Sunglasses, Headbands & Socks!
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED
GROUP DISCOUNTS
Route I. Aurora, Ky. 42021
Hwy. NI Aware, Ky.

4174-IME0

_
NO AS SNORTAGES...II0 TRAFFIC JAMS..
NO CROWDED MONS

Whore ??
It's Your Ow. Back Yard!!
With your new in-ground pool you can
spends year round vacation in
healthtul, relaxing. Family Fun

Ale IT COST LESS TRAP YON

rug

CALL NOW FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

MURRAY POOL & SPA SHOP
Locally Owned & Operated
Industrial Rd., Murray
(302 7;3-0369 or NI t 7$3-93 3
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Wilson
Tennis
Balls

\.„4
WALTMAini
A.

•Extra duty felt
cover provides
longer play on
cement and
asphalt court
surfaces
•T1001
•Reg. 2.27 --

r

UMM

Sit 'N Float
uprigh
position •Helps child gain

•Holds child in balanced
confidence in the water
36— x42— •Reg. 6.47

711 sheets Si

Tacklebox
Wet Ones
Towelettes
•70 Sheets
•Reg. 1.27

Hawaiian Tropic
Tanning Oil
"For the Natural Tan Of
The Islands" •Reg. 4.63

Campers Troll Tent _

•2 Person Tent. 5'x7'x3'6" 'Nylon rip stop
03-Way zip front 'Nylon mesh screen door with
•nyJon tie storm flap 'Includes aluminum poles, steel
stakes and guy rope 'Nylon carrying bog
•No. AC236 .Reg. 19.93
M.. Wee rev Lees•Wel4leit Si* fee Lies• Wit4,I*0
Salle ler tees• WeWeete SO.

6
yc
oltbar

Single wormproof tray ha
partments for all gear of
fisherman. Strong dra
latch and rugged recess
Reg. 3.93

Faslt.zn
Blue Dot Softball
•Rag. 3.93

*Top panel of see-through sturdy vinyl,
bottom panel solid color •2 Chamber
structured with no-leak safety valve
•72"x72" •Reg. 2.93

2.28
Lew • Wel44m* Soaks Ike Lees •WeliAest Sege ferliseee•WelMestSeas Me Immo • Wehiseist

LesSellt Iu. Less • Mel Me*

4

igIL Sets I

Ladies One Pismo
Swimsuits
•Polyester/cotton/lycro or
nylon/lycra blends •Select
your favorite swimsuit horn
our assortment *Sizes S-M-t.

Willy Water
Bug

"Catch One" Colorful Coordinates
•100% Polyester interlock *Choose from V-neck, boat neck, crew neck,

•Attaches easily to
garden hose •Super
spraying action for
cool water fun!
•No. 180
•Reg. 12.96

tank or camisole tops •Spring/summer colors *Tops in solids & stripes
coordinate with several styles of shorts •Sizes S-M-L.

ChiIcirens Web Chair
•Colors of the rainbow •Features
closed end tubing for safety
•No. 49201 •Reg. 9.94

•24- Round •Portable folding
brazier •Deep bowl •Beoded
dm New style chrome
',kited spiral grid •Wood
ork -•'tk shih *4 Position
grid adjuster •No. 2407
'Reg. 13.96

.32 Oz. •Reg. 1.36

Prices Valid Men. Arty 2 flew Set. July 7
Open July 4 1 A.M.-6 P.M.
Men-Set 9-9, Sun NoonHwy. 641 North

vosamrarssamosseas

SNOCOMMIPINI OOLOWI -M •••
beam l• MOW ••••7 ••••••••••••• NWow• I...rove •Om
W
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Assortment of fish in LBL...
(Cont'd on page 7)
scarce.
This, coupled with fish
attractors in the lakes,
make Lake Barkley and
Kentucky Lake
shamefully easy
"fishing holes" and
autumn's number one
place to be.
This is one of the best
times to catch bass.
Plastic worms and
spinner-baits cast into
shallow water brush
piles and stumps can
score heavily.
Some of the most exciting topwater fishing
occurs at this time also.
Topwater plugs are sure
winners when cast
around dock ptlings,
stumps, and fallen
trees.
But the best pattern is
fishing a deep-diving
crankbait on rocky
points, especially those
with stumps scattered
on them and adjacent to
deep water.
Crappie move into the
bays and congregate
around stumps and
brush piles along secondary creek channels in

five to ten feet of water.
A good topographic map
and depth finder are
useful in locating these
areas. Tightlining minnows on a double hook
crappie rig and casting
',t-ounce white, chartreuse, or yellow jigs on
ultrallght outfits have
Introduced literally
thousands of crappie to
the frying pan.
White bass and sauger
can be found on gravel
bars at the mouth of
bays. Trolling with
white or shad-colored
deep-diving crankbaits
is very effective on
these species. Once a
xconcentration of fish is
lound, anglers often
switch to a casting lure.
Bluegill can be found
near shoreline cover,
such as brush piles,
stumps, and dock pilings. Live baits, such as
worms and crickets, are
very effective for these
f testy battlers. For
some fast-paced fun, try
flyfishing with small
poppers or dry flies.
Monster-size 'catfish
can be found in deeper
water along secondary

creek channel dropoffs
and steep rocky banks.
Chicken livers, cut bait,
and night-crawlers fished near or on the bottom
are preferred baits.
Those who are onto
the secret of fallfishing
at LBL can also cash in
on other bonuses. State
resort parks, located
near the four entrances
to LBL, have lodges,
marines, and golf
courses. During the fall,
off-season resort rates
are in effect. Also, informal camping areas and
developed family campgrounds with electrical
and water hookups are
less crowded. Private
establishments offer
boat and equipment rental, lodging, and dining.
These facilities are
located along 300 miles
of virtually undeveloped
shoreline where mixed
hardwood forests
display brilliant reds
and yellow in the fall.
For more information, write TVA, Land
Between The Lakes,
P.O. Box 83, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231.

Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley are well known for their spring crappie
run but crappie fishing is excellent in these lakes year-round. The daily
crappie limit is 60, which makes fishing on these lakes doubly inviting.

Relax: Go fishing in LBL
To Receive Complimentary
Copy Of July-August
Program Guide:

Your Full Line Grocery Store
Open Mon.-Sun.8 a.m.-11 p.m.

S
"
913

Moe MO 'Ulla ban Ibiffeag Sao Uldwrelly
un,..onn,
icent.c., 007.
0410705, 50, NW 15,

NEW PROGRAMS JOIN OLD FAVORITES
FOR YOUR ADOcD LISTENING PLEASURE
JAZZ:
SWING STREET - Fridays, 10-midnight
THE SOUTH SHALL RISE AGAIN - Sundays,
3:30-4:00 p.m.
JAZZ REVISITED - Sundays, 6:30 p.m.
FOLK AND BLUEGRASS:
VOICES FROM THE MOUNTAINS - Saturdays,9-10
THE ILEA MARKET - Saturdays, 8-10 p.m.
SUMMER FESTIVAL - Saturdays, 10-11 p.m.
CLASSICAL:
BOSTON POPS CONCERT - Mondays. 8-10 p.m.;
Fridays, 10-noon
MILWAUKEE SYMPHONY - Wedn•sdays, 8-10 p.m.
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA -- Fridays, 8-10 p.m.
CANADIAN OPERA COMPANY - Saturdays, 2-4 p.m.
NOSTALGIA:
`4113KTY ME"w
- Sundays, 5-8:30 p.m
AMOS AND ANDY - Mondays, 6:30 p.m.
COMEDY CLASSICS - Fridays, 6:30 p.m.
SPECIAL RE-RUN:
THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK - Thursday, 630 p m

Get the WKMS Listening habit
SUMMERTIME — ANYTIME!
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Enjoying the outdoors is
right in your own back yard
Where do you go to
really enjoy the outdoors? Is it your
backyard late at night,
when the sounds and
evidence of human intrusion have ebbed?
Perhaps it's a few
acres on a friend's farm
outside the city. Or
maybe it's an occasionaly Sunday outing to
the park to feed the
ducks or walk a trail.
But where do you go to
camp beneath the
forest's canopy and fry
a fresh catch of fish? —
or to see a deer, a wild
turkey, a raccoon, or
any number of wildlife
in their natural surroundings? — or to hike
through acres and acres
of isolated woodlands or
along a seemingly
endless shoreline?
Enjoying the outdoors
to the fullest Is as easy
as finding your way to
Land Between The
Lakes (LBL), a heavily
forested outdoor recreation area flanked by the
massive reservoirs of

Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
This 40-mile -long
peninsula offers
unlimited camping, hiking, hunting, fishing,
boating, and other traditional outdoor activities
for groups, families, or
individuals. Reservations aren't necessary,
and there's no charge
for using its 170,000
acres. Land Between
The Lakes provides the
wood•land and
waterland setting where
visitors can enjoy and
learn about nature.
Twenty years ago,
this sparsely populated
area was acquired by
TVA and developed into
a conservation
classroom.
demonstrating how
land, water, and wildlife
resources can be
managed to provide a
variety of recreational
activities. Points of interest throughout the
(Oont'd on page 12)
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Visit the LI31, Homeplace 1850

&mow&

Wicker Sale
Shop Pier 1 for great savings on handwoven Phffippine
buri & rattan furnishings and accents for your home.

ALL FURNITURE ON SALE - STOREWIDE!
es
a

as
S

0134
eS
xteie
s Se
‘g

M-F 9:00-6:00
Sat. 9:00-5:00

Pier 1 imports

Plus...
Find the
Yellow Dot on
accessories and
Save up to 759(il

Bel Air Center
Murray

cSimciat9
ifacz
3
1 .
0 93tf:12.9

Reachable by Land, Sea or Air
• Path's VIP Von
Service Available

fiat

cSornEorzz
Ogre 7 Days
A Weds
16:30 A.M.
'til 940 P.M.

Also Featuring
Yesterday Once More
LBL Photo Gallery
Soap Opera Ill
Sir Thomas

Reservations Suggested

362-8844

Smoke Shop

OPEN
,•
"
1-41nesday Thru Sunday
Wednesday Thru Friday 5:00 P.M. 'til 10 P.M. •
Saturday Thru Sunday I 1:00 A.m. 'til 3 P.M..— 5 P.M. 'til

362-4520

RE
L STAURANT
v
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Located Oa

GREEN TiRTLE BAY
Grand Riven, Itiontacky
Featuring our unique Picturesque Panoramic View of Lake Barkley
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Enjoying your own back yard...

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN KENTUCKY
RAINS WITH NOTHING TO DO!
Rent o VCR for only S15.00 a week, or for the weekend at $19.95 •
(Weekend rate includes recorder and 3 movies)

ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
Buy a LIFETIME membership for $24.94 (Reg. $49.95)
during the entire month of Jury

OVER 900 MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM

peninsula help visitors
understand the cultural
and resource management programs.
Information stations
are at each entrance
with maps and information on all LBL attractions and services. The
Golden Pond Visitor
Center, the central information station,
features a multimedia
theater with a
planetarium.
Astronomy shows and
orientation programs
are given daily, except
Thursday, and at
scheduled times
throughout the year.
The theater also
presents seasonal
theatrical
performances.
The Homeplace-1850.
a living history farm at
LBL, re-creates the life
of a typical farm family
Lo the Cumberland or
Tennessee River valley
before the Civil War.
Visitors may walk
among the 16 restored
log structures at the
farm site or help the
farm family carry out

the day's chores.
Woodlands Nature
Center houses a theater
and exhibits on natural
history and resource
management and uses
live animals in many of
its programs. Nearby,
Empire Farm
demonstrates practical
methods of selfsufficient living.
Individual facilities
are open to visitors on a
seasonal basis, but LBL
stays open year-round.
Two large family campgrounds, more than 200
miles of developed hiking trails, and scenic
woodlands are at a
visitor's disposal 365
days a year.
There are also no closed fishing seasons on
Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley. The two
lakes, connected at their
northern tips by a freeflowing .'anal. are two tg_
the best fishing lakes in
the Southeast for crappie, bass, catfish,
sauger, and bluegill.
Four subimpoundments
of Lake Barkley and 23
inland ponds at LBL are

stocked with bass and
bluegill to provide
fishing for anglers who
prefer smaller, quieter
water.
Hunting seasons are
offered at LBL on 12
game species, plus
waterfowl. Both archery and gun hunts are
scheduled for deer, wild
turkey, squirrels, woodchucks, coyotes, and
foxes.
Horseback riders can
bring their mounts to
Wranglers Camp, a
stable area with trails
and camping facilities.
Off-road vehicles are
permitted at Turkey
Bay, a 2,350-acre site
with rugged, challenging terrain, unloading
ramps, and campsites.
One of LBL's most
popular assets is its 300
miles of undeveloped
.hnraII np that allows
visitors access to the
combined 220,000 acres
of lake water. Boat
ramps and primitive
camp areas have been
developd at 25 sites
along the shoreline.

EA. E.E. E. 'EE.

We Sell Boats
Not Bull
We Have Made A Special Purchase!
Only Seven To Sell!
Let Us Share Our Savings With You!
Harris Flote-Bote Pontoons Equipped With Aluminum Hardtop, 21" Diameter Tubes - All In Very Attractive Colors - Nice
Furniture All With Vinyl Covers - Upholstered Captain's
Stands And Upholstered Captain's Seats
24 Ft.

28 Ft.

$g Ack5oo

$g Floi5oo

5 —w
(Only 5 To Sell)

`'w `'w
(Only 2 To Sell)

"We Tell It Like It Is"
We will not be able to purchase any more of this type!
Also A Good Selection Of Used Pontoons In Stock

THE BEST
TIMES BELONG
ON A
FLOTE-BOAT

10;

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL. INC.
1 2 Miles From Murray On 94 East
Phone 502.753-6116 Office, 502.436-5483 Night
If No Answer 502453-4837
%AAA CAL

it.%2101t.E.ILEAS.-C_E.E.V_It_$_1._VE.WEE1111..E.E.ILILIE.E.E.101.1LIEVE.E.Elt.
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The Nation's Finest
Kentucky State Resort Parks

LAKE BARKLEY RESORT...beautifully situated on the
eastern shore of Lake Barkley, has been given a
four-diamond rating by the Automobile Association of America.
Lake Barkley features an airport for the use of
visitors who wish to fly in to play golf, fish, or enjoy
one of the many pleasures that is offered...hiking,
swimming, tennis, trapshooting and more.
Open year Round...Cadiz, Ky.(502)924-1171

MOAK' RESORT...the tennis resort of - the
park
system, features a tennis center which -cater
s to
every need of the tennis player...at lakesi
de is a
1200-seat spectator court, four indoor latex
ite
courts, pro shop and resident pro.
The Charm and welcome of the Old South
await
the guest at Kenlake Resort. Great food,
fishing,
golfing, tennis and boating are offered
with a
smile.
Open Year Round...Hardin, Ky.(502)474-2211

KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE RESORT...one of the largest
vacation resorts in Kentucky.
The world "great" applies to every aspect of this
resort park. A modern lodge, six different cottage
types, and o 225-site campground should satisfy
anyone's taste in accommodations. Golfers look
forward to challening the sporty 18-hole golf
course, and lovers of water sports can utilize the
largest docking facility in the Kentucky parks'
system.
Open Year Round...Gilbertsville, Ky. (502) 3624271

bull corne to love It.

The State of Kentucky and its internationally renow
ned
sycrarn nf state nprir"
;vets
as well as fall and winter meetings, seminars, and just
plain relaxing, memory-filled visits.
We would like to tell you more about us. For reserv
ations...in Kentucky 800-372-2961, surrounding
state
800-626-8000. Or write; Deportment of
Parks,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
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For the camper who prefers to get away from
the structured camping
situation of the three family campgrounds, there
are 27 informal use areas
located along the lakes. Although more limited in
facilities, these area offer
the camper an opportunity to "get away from
it all" and enjoy the tranquil
beauty of lake or forest. Other campers may
prefer to camp in Camp
Energy, a campground designed only for tents; Ginger
Ridge Back -Country
('amp; or anywhere else in the 170,000-acre public
demonstration area. All
camping is first-come-first-served.

Numerous camping styles
visible in TVA's LBL area
ICE CREAM CREATIONS
HOT SANDWICHES
PIZZA

/
1 2 MileSouth of
Ky. Dam
Beach

-;- •
• _:.-.
341f,V1

VILLAGE BARN
Restaurant

Old 4 New!

Plitome:362-4856 Gilb.rtswill.
'

Visit The Al New

VACATION CLUB
INTERNATIONAL
and then

DINE
FREE

Camping styles have
come a long way from
the pup tent. Elaborate
motor homes, complete
with the kitchen sink,
are common sights in
campgrounds today,
and lightweight dome
tents are replacing the
heavier canvas box
types.
While equipment may
have changed campers'
expectations for a
peaceful and inexpensive respite from the
busy world have not.
They still look to the outdoors for relaxation,
where songbirds make
the wake-up calls and
sunshine provides the
light to play by.
Whether they be back.
countryadventurers or
fully-outfitted owners of
RV's (recreational

vehicles), they can
stake a claim on a site
that suits their camping
preference in the Land
Between The lakes
(LBL),a forested peninsula between Kentucky
and Barkley Lakes in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
The Tennessee Valley
Authority is managing
LBL as a public recreation and environmental
education area. The
peninsula's 170.000
acres offer a wealth of
outdoor recreation experiences, including
camping, hunting,
fishing, hiking, biking,
and nature study.
A liberal camping
policy allows visitors to
put down tent stakes
just about anywhere In

LBL's isolated
woodlands; or, three
family campgrounds
with modern, welldefined sites and electrical hookups can han-,..
die the larger motor
homes and campers.
There are even camping
areas on the lake coves
known as informal use
areas which provide no
hookups but do have
boat launches, chemical
toilets, and lakeside
sites large enough for
RV parking
Ginger Ridge BackCountry Camp is a
primitive camping area
in the southern end of
LBL. It has 13 individually secluded
campsites and a launching ramp into Kentucky Lake.

Vocation Club International is another development of Mayfield Service Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of First Federal Savings
and Loan
Association of Mayfield, Ky. We are so confident in our newest resort
that if you
will visit this unique club, we know you will want to return again for
your vocation. So to soy thank you for your first visit to Vocation Club internat
ional •ve
would like to treat you to dinner at one of the fine restaurants listed. Thanks
again from Mayfield Service Corp. and First Federal Savings and Loan
Assoc.

one of the fine restaerarts in the Lakes area
Take an hour or two and tour our facilities and
we will give you a $25 dinner certificate at one of
the following restaurants.
st

MUM LOME • Codiz

saamoutmers - 911 So

Main, Hopkinsville
MAU EAMON • Aurora
MUNN NOON - Cadiz
CINIIIIIILAND NINON • Hwy 62
, West of K ,ttowc
DAKOTA Mb 611AIN • 1510 Chestnut
Murray
NOLIDAT INN PUNS - 641 South, Murray
NOONINIVILU WOITT • Nopkinsville
JOININANS • 225 'roadway, Paducah
OLD TOWN - 701 Pork, Po:local
PATTrS • Grand Rivers
SEVEN SIAS • 641 North, Murray
SIN & CNA111111 • Aurora
PATTI'S ON TIN PIN • Grand Rivers
TIN PINS - Paducah
Corns by VACATION
INTERNATIONAL, Rotated on
Highway 6$, 14 mite an the oast tide of LAKE SMOKY
DRIDGf in Canton, but for your COITV•fiefICS, call 124-5114
for sn appoiMnosnt

atm

Illedllkellsom This offer Is limited to employed or retired parsons °gas 23 and
over and if married, both husband and wife must
attend. Previous recipients are
Ineligible. Closed Sunday and Monday.
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Support the 'Great Ouidoors"

The Homeplace: A Living History

JULY THE 4TH
SPECTACULAR'

Wednesday, July 4th,
ride the slide horn 6 til midnight for $3
From 6
midnicht,
Michoel Dee
rvevm
co
BtLe bprrow
zaeildsicha
aw
s7rijobve
me

awarded for the best un-tan
and whitest legs
It TO

The women at the Homeplace•1850, a living history farm in TVA's
Land
Between The Lakes (LW.), perform the farm chores and cook
meals using
the techniques of the early 19th century to give visitors a
glimpse of life in
the Cumberland and Tennessee valley regions before the Civil
War. The
Homeplace, representing a two-generation farm, has 16 log
structures
restored from the surrounding area,farm animals, gardens and a crop
field.

IDIIt
/ W11111-1 US!

MM. MD

I

111 TIt If MI AND SAL

KENi.112,C1cleitt.

km.

Dept. Stores
Docktor Pet
Foto 1
K & K Toys
Kay Bee Toy & Hobby
Rodio Shock
Rite Aid Drugs

ICPenney
Seers
Snyder's

Book Stores

Optical Shops

Readmore
Waldenbooks

Pearie Vision Center
Royal Optical

Out Parcels
Crocker Barrel
Show Biz Pizzo
Wal-Mart

World of Games

Fabric Shops

Record& Musk Shops

Jo Are Fabrics
Singer Sewing Center

5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

$ 1025Plus Tax
Saturday Night Country Buffet
Ar
r
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
$795
Pius Tax

Sunday Noon Buffet
12:00 Noon to 4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
$795
I

Plus Tax

Dining Room Serving Daily
OrWrii

alb ••••

Kenlake State Resort Park
94 E.

502-474-2211

financial In:Motions
Peeples Forst flatland Bari

Mir Caro Shops
Rips
Your Father's Mustache

Jewelers
Clifford's Jewelers
Dreifio Jewelers
Gemstone Jewelry
Michelson Jewelers

Alon's Apparel
Soheis

Camelot MUSIC
Conrod's Piero
Disc Jockey

Restaurants&
Spockity Foods
Baskin Robbins
Candyland
Chick-Fil-A
Chocolat* Chip Cookie Co
Frontier Fruit& Nut
General Nutrition Center
Gourmet Coffee& Teo
Holier Vglage
KanneWorn
long John Silver's
McDonoles
Potato 2
Pretzel Pair
Prime's Deka%
5
Vitamin World

Shoo Stores
Endicott Johnson
Footlocker
Hanover
Hot line
Kinney
Martin's
Payless

Spa:kitty a Gift
Budded Belts
Card Cage
Cooch House Gifts
Cutlery Wald
Rowans
Ginger's Hallmark
Merritt Graphics
Pier I
Prolog Sticks
UlaBOX
Ant Pants
Ian.& Co
Roth's

Woosn's Accessories
Claire's Boutique
Earrings Plus
Merle floreon Cosmetics

Woolen's Apparel
Bright's
kooks
Casual Corner
Deb Shops
Fashion Bug
Lane Bryant
limited
Mmrices
Perry's
UmP4Downs
Hordes

CA:tert

Other park facilities available: Gift Shop, Camping Area,
Horseback Riding,9 Hole Golf Course, Rental Accommodation Units, Tennis (Indoor and Outdoor Courts) and Marina
Toll Free Reservation Number 1-800-255-PARK
Hev

jdilliL

POdUCI,

bvtortoinment

Friday Night
Seafood Buffet

1 Mal SOWN Of ST. DAM IMMAIM AT rt.
UWE

Aurora, Ky.

reavir-sivms OPtiminiG DAILY —
Open Daily 10:00 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.
Sunday 12:30-5:30 P.M.
Open July 4th 10-6
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Families all over America are getting their hair cut at Fantastic Sams.
We give a high fashion cut, shampoo and style far a single price that
won't curl your hair. In a clean, fun, friendly atmosphere. And we do
everything with flair, featuring Helene Curtis MQ products. From coloring to cuts, high styling to perms. And you never need an appointment.
So bring your whole family to the original family haircutters. It shows
you're really using your head when it comes to cutting your family's hair.

PADUCAH
2608 PARK AVENUE - - PHONE 442-4386
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA - - PHONE 753-0542
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

Outdoor Section

